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themselves silly! The masses are agreed to remain
inactive, to take a rest from what they suppose to be
political activity (which we trained them to in order to
use them as a means of combating the goy
governments) only on condition of being found new
employments, in which we are prescribing them
something that looks like the same political object. In
order that the masses themselves may not guess what
they are about we further distract them with
amusements, games, pastimes, passions, people’s
palaces... Soon we shall begin through the press to
propose competitions in art, in sport of all kinds:
these interests will finally distract their minds from
questions in which we should find ourselves compelled
to oppose them.
Growing more and more
disaccustomed to reflect and form any opinions of
their own, people will begin to talk in the same tone
as we, because we alone shall be offering them new
directions for thought... of course through such
persons as will not be suspected of solidarity with us.
The part played by the liberals, utopian dreamers,
will be finally played out when our government is
acknowledged. Till such time they will continue to do
us good service. Therefore we shall continue to
direct their minds to all sorts of vain conceptions of
fantastic theories, new and apparently progressive, for
have we not with complete success turned the
brainless heads of the goyim with progress, till there
is not among the goyim one mind able to perceive
that under this word lies a departure from truth in all
cases where it is not a question of material inventions,
for truth is one, and in it there is no place for
progress. Progress, like a fallacious idea, serves to
obscure truth so that none may know it except us,
the Chosen of God, its guardians.
When we come into our kingdom our orators
will expound great problems which have turned
humanity upside down in order to bring it at the
end under our beneficent rule.
Who will ever suspect then that ALL THESE
PEOPLES WERE STAGE-MANAGED BY US
ACCORDING TO A POLITICAL PLAN WHICH NO
ONE HAS SO MUCH AS GUESSED AT IN THE
COURSE OF MANY CENTURIES?

The errors of the goyim governments will be depicted
by us in the most vivid hues. We shall implant such
an abhorrence of them that the peoples will prefer
tranquillity in a state of serfdom to those rights of
vaunted freedom which have tortured humanity and
exhausted the very sources of human existence,
sources which have been exploited by a mob of
rascally adventurers who know not what they do...
Useless changes of forms of government to which we
instigated the goyim when we were undermining their
state structures, will have so wearied the peoples by
that time that they will prefer to suffer anything under
us rather than run the risk of enduring again all the
agitations and miseries they have gone through.
At the same time we shall not omit to emphasize
the historical mistakes of the goy governments which
have tormented humanity for so many centuries by
their lack of understanding of everything that
constitutes the true good of humanity in their chase
after fantastic schemes of social blessings, and have
never noticed that these schemes kept on producing
a worse and never a better state of the universal
relations which are the basis of human life.
The whole force of our principles and methods
will lie in the fact that we shall present them and
expound them as a splendid contrast to the dead and
decomposed old order of things in social life.
Our philosophers will discuss all the
shortcomings of the various beliefs of the goyim,
BUT NO ONE WILL EVER BRING UNDER
DISCUSSION OUR FAITH FROM ITS TRUE
POINT OF VIEW SINCE THIS WILL BE FULLY
LEARNED BY NONE SAVE OURS WHO WILL
NEVER DARE TO BETRAY ITS SECRETS.
In countries known as progressive and enlightened
we have created a senseless, filthy, abominable
literature. For some time after our entrance to power
we shall continue to encourage its existence in order
to provide a telling relief by contrast to the speeches,
party programme, which will be distributed from
exalted quarters of ours... Our wise men, trained to
become leaders of the goyim, will compose speeches,
projects, memoirs, articles, which will be used by
us to influence the minds of the goyim, directing
them towards such understanding and forms of
knowledge as have been determined by us.

PROTOCOL NO. 14
When we come into our kingdom it will be
undesirable for us that there should exist any other
religion than ours of the One God with whom our
destiny is bound up by our position as the Chosen
People and through whom our same destiny is united
with the destinies of the world. We must therefore
sweep away all other forms of belief. If this gives
birth to the atheists whom we see today, it will not,
being only a transitional stage, interfere with our
views, but will serve as a warning for those
generations which will hearken to our preaching of
the religion of Moses, that, by its stable and
thoroughly elaborated system, has brought all the
peoples of the world into subjection to us. Therein
we shall emphasize its mystical right, on which, as we
shall say, all its educative power is based... Then at
every possible opportunity we shall publish articles in
which we shall make comparisons between our
beneficent rule and those of past ages. The blessings
of tranquillity, though it be a tranquillity forcibly
brought about by centuries of agitation, with throw
into higher relief the benefits to which we shall point.

PROTOCOL NO. 15
When we at last definitely come into our kingdom
by the aid of coups d’etat prepared everywhere for
one and the same day, after the worthlessness of all
existing forms of government has been definitely
acknowledged (and not a little time will pass before
that comes about, perhaps even a whole century) we
shall make it our task to see that against us such
things as plots shall no longer exist. With this
purpose we shall slay without mercy all who take
arms (in hand) to oppose our coming into our
kingdom. Every kind of new institution of anything
like a secret society will also be punished with death;
those of them which are now in existence, are known
to us, serve us and have served us, we shall disband
and send into exile to continents far removed from
Europe. In this way we shall proceed with those goy
Masons who know too much; such of these as we may
for some reason spare will be kept in constant fear
of exile. We shall promulgate a law making all
former members of secret societies liable to exile
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from Europe as the centre of our rule.
Resolutions of our government will be final,
without appeal.
In the goy societies, in which we have planted and
deeply rooted discord and protestantism, the only possible
way of restoring order is to employ merciless measures
that prove the direct force of authority; no regard must
be paid to the victims who fall, they suffer for the wellbeing of the future. The attainment of that well-being,
even at the expense of sacrifices, is the duty of any kind
of government that acknowledges as justification for its
existence not only its privileges but its obligations. The
principal guarantee of stability of rule is to confirm the
aureole of power, and this aureole is attained only by
such as majestic inflexibility of might as shall carry on
its face the emblems of inviolability from mystical
causes—from the choice of God. Such was, until recent
times, the Russian autocracy, the one and only serious
foe we had in the world, without counting the Papacy.
Bear in mind the example when Italy, drenched with
blood, never touched a hair of the head of Sulla (Some
versions of the “Protocols” followed Joly’s “Dialogues”
so closely that Joly’s mistaken spelling of Sulla’s name
as “Sylla” was also copied. In the translation of the
“Protocols” here used, however, the mistake was
rectified.), who had poured forth that blood. Sulla
enjoyed an apotheosis for his might in the eyes of the
people, though they had been torn in pieces by him, but
his intrepid return to Italy ringed him round with
inviolability. The people do not lay a finger on him who
hypnotizes them by his daring and strength of mind.
Meantime, however, until we come into our
kingdom, we shall act in the contrary way; we shall
create and multiply free Masonic lodges in all the
countries of the world, absorb into them all who may
become or who are prominent in public activity, for
in these lodges we shall find our principal intelligence
office and means of influence. All these lodges we
shall bring under one central administration, known to
us alone and to all others absolutely unknown, which
will be composed of our learned elders. The lodges
will have their representatives who will serve to
screen the above-mentioned administration of masonry
and from whom will issue the watchword and
programme. In these lodges we shall tie together the
knot which binds together all revolutionary and
liberal elements. Their composition will be made
up of all strata of society. The most secret
political plots will be known to us and will fall
under our guiding hands on the very day of their
conception. Among the members of these lodges will
be almost all the agents of international and national
police since their service is for us irreplaceable in
the respect that the police is in a position not only
to use its own particular measures with the
insubordinate, but also to screen our activities and
provide pretexts for discontents, et cetera.
The class of people who most willingly enter into
secret societies are those who live by their wits,
careerists, and in general people, mostly light-minded with
whom we shall have no difficulty in dealing and in using
to wind up the mechanism of the machine devised by
us. If this world grows agitated the meaning of that will
be that we have had to stir it up in order to break up its
too great solidarity. But if there should arise in its midst
a plot, then at the head of that plot will be no other
than one of our most trusted servants. It is natural that
we and no other should lead Masonic activities, for we
know whither we are leading; we know the final goal of
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every form of activity where as the goyim have
knowledge of nothing, not even of the immediate effect
of action; they put before themselves, usually, the
momentary reckoning of the satisfaction of their selfopinion in the accomplishment of their thought without
even remarking that the very conception never belonged
to their initiative but to our instigation of their thought...
The goyim enter the lodges out of curiosity or in the
hope by their means to get a nibble at the public pie, and
some of them in order to obtain a hearing before the
public for their impracticable and groundless fantasies;
they thirst for the emotion of success and applause, of
which we are remarkably generous. And the reason why
we give them this success is to make use of the high
conceit of themselves to which it gives birth, for that
insensibly disposes them to assimilate our suggestions
without being on their guard against them in the fullness
of their confidence that it is their own infallibility which
is giving utterance to their own thoughts and that it is
impossible for them to borrow those of others. You
cannot imagine to what extent the wisest of the goyim
can be brought to a state of unconscious naivete in the
presence of this condition of high conceit of
themselves, and at the same time how easy it is to take
the heart out of them by the slightest ill-success, though
it be nothing more than the stoppage of the applause
they had, and to reduce them to a slavish submission
for the sake of winning a renewal of success.
By so much as ours disregard success if only they can
carry through their plans, by so much the GOYIM are
willing to sacrifice any plans only to have success. This
psychology of theirs materially facilitates for us the task
of setting them in the required direction. These tigers
in appearance have the souls of sheep and the wind
blows freely through their heads. We have set them
on the hobby-horse of an idea about the absorption of
individuality by the symbolic unit of collectivism...
They have never yet and they never will have the
sense to reflect that this hobby-horse is a manifest
violation of the most important law of nature,
which has established from the very creation of
the world one unit unlike another and precisely for
the purpose of instituting individuality.
If we have been able to bring them to such a pitch
of stupid blindness, is it not a proof, and an amazingly
clear proof, of the degree to which the mind of the
goyim is undeveloped in comparison with our mind? This
it is, mainly, which guarantees our success.
And how far-seeing were our learned elders in
ancient times when they said that to attain a serious
end it behooves not to stop at any means or to count
the victims sacrificed for the sake of that end...
We have not counted the victims of the seed of the
goy cattle, though we have sacrificed many of our
own, but for that we have now already given them
such a position on the earth as they could not even
have dreamed of. The comparatively small
numbers of the victims from the number of ours
have preserved our nationality from destruction.
Death is the inevitable end for all. It is better to
bring that end nearer to those who hinder our affairs than
to ourselves, to the founders of this affair. We execute
Masons in such a wise that none save the brotherhood
can ever have a suspicion of it, not even the victims
themselves of our death sentence, they all die when
required as if from a normal kind of illness. Knowing
this, even the brotherhood in its turn dare not protest.
By such methods we have plucked out of the midst of
Masonry the very root of protest against our disposition.

While preaching liberalism to the goyim we at the
same time keep our own people and our agents in
a state of unquestioning submission.
Under our influence the execution of the laws of the
goyim has been reduced to a minimum. The prestige of
the law has been exploded by the liberal interpretations
introduced into this sphere. In the most important and
fundamental affairs and questions judges decide as we
dictate to them, see matters in the light wherewith we
enfold them for the administration of the goyim; of
course, through persons who are our tools though we do
not appear to have anything in common with them—by
newspaper opinion or by other means. Even senators
and the higher administration accept our counsels. The
purely brute mind of the goyim is incapable of use for
analysis and observation, and still more for the foreseeing
whither a certain manner of setting a question may tend.
In this difference in capacity for thought between
the goyim and ourselves may be clearly discerned the seal
of our position on the Chosen People and of our higher
quality of humanness, in contradistinction to the brute
mind of the goyim. Their eyes are open, but see nothing
before them and do not invent (unless, perhaps, material
things). From this it is plain that nature herself has
destined us to guide and rule the world.
When comes the time of our overt rule, the time to
manifest its blessings, we shall remake all legislatures, all
our laws will be brief, plain, stable, without any kind of
interpretations, so that anyone will be in a position to
know them perfectly. The main feature which will run
right through them is submission to orders, and this
principle will be carried to a grandiose height. Every
abuse will then disappear in consequence of the
responsibility of all down to the lowest unit before the
higher authority of the representative of power. Abuse
of power subordinate to this last instance will be so
mercilessly punished that none will be found anxious to
try experiments with their own powers. We shall fillip
up jealously every action of the administration on which
depends the smooth running of the machinery of the
State, for slackness in this produces slackness
everywhere; not a single case of illegality or abuse of
power will be left without exemplary punishment.
Concealment of guilt, connivance between those in
the service of the administration—all this kind of evil will
disappear after the very first examples of severe
punishment. The aureole of our power demands
suitable, that is, cruel, punishments for the slightest
infringement, for the sake of gain, of its supreme
prestige. The sufferer, though his punishment may
exceed his fault, will count as a soldier falling on the
administrative field of battle in the interest of authority,
principle and law, which do not permit that any of
those who hold the reins of the public coach should
turn aside from the public highway to their own
private paths. For example: our judges will know that
whenever they feel disposed to plume themselves on
foolish clemency they are violating the law of justice
which is instituted for the exemplary edification of
men by penalties for lapses and not for display of the
spiritual qualities of the judge. Such qualities it is
proper to show in private life, but not in a public
square which is the educationary basis of human life.
Our legal staff will serve not beyond the age of 55,
firstly because old men more obstinately hold to
prejudiced opinions, and are less capable of submitting to
new directions, and second because this will give us the
possibility by this measure of securing elasticity in the
changing of staff, which will thus the more easily bend
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under our pressure; he who wishes to keep his place will
have to give blind obedience to deserve it. In general,
our judges will be elected by us only from among those
who thoroughly understand that the part they have to
play is to punish and apply laws and not to dream
about the manifestations of liberalism at the expense
of the educationary scheme of the State, as the goyim
in these days imagine it to be. This method of
shuffling the staff will serve also to explode any
collective solidarity of those in the same service and
will bind all to the interests of the government upon
which their fate will depend. The young generation
of judges will be trained in certain views regarding
the inadmissibility of any abuses that might disturb the
established order of our subjects among themselves.
In these days the judges of the goyim create
indulgences to every kind of crime, not having a just
understanding of their office, because the rulers of
the present age in appointing judges to office take no
care to inculcate in them a sense of duty and
consciousness of the matter which is demanded of
them. As a brute beast lets out its young in search
of prey, so do the goyim give their objects places of
profit without thinking to make clear to them for what
purpose such place was created. This is the reason
why their governments are being ruined by their own
forces through the acts of their own administration.
Let us borrow from the example of the results of
these actions yet another lesson for our government.
We shall root out liberalism from all the important
strategic posts of our government on which depends the
training of subordinates for our State structure. Such
posts will fall exclusively to those who have been
trained by us for administrative rule. To the possible
objection that the retirement of old servants will cost the
Treasury heavily, I reply, firstly, they will be provided
with some private service in place of what they lose,
and, secondly, I have to remark that all the money in the
world will be concentrated in our hands, consequently it
is not our government that has to fear expense.
Our absolutism will in all things be logically
consecutive and therefore in each one of its
decrees our supreme will will be respected and
unquestionably fulfilled; it will ignore all murmurs,
all discontents of every kind and will destroy to the
root every kind of manifestation of them in act by
punishment of an exemplary character.
We shall abolish the right of cassation, which will be
transferred exclusively to our disposal—to the cognisance
of him who rules, for we must not allow the conception
among the people of a thought that there could be such
a thing as a decision that is not right of judges set up
by us. If, however, anything like this should occur,
we shall ourselves cassate the decision, but inflict
therewith such exemplary punishment on the judge for
lack of understanding of his duty and the purpose of
his appointment as will prevent a repetition of such
cases. I repeat that it must be borne in mind that
we shall know every step of our administration
which only needs to be closely watched for the
people to be content with us, for it has the right to
demand from a good government a good official.
Our government will have the appearance of a
patriarchal guardianship on the part of the ruler. Our
own nation and our subjects will discern in his person a
father caring for their every need, their every act, their
every inter-relation as subjects one with another, as well
as their relations to the ruler. They will then be so
thoroughly imbued with the thought that it is impossible
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for them to dispense with this wardship and guidance,
if they wish to live in peace and quiet, that they will
acknowledge the autocracy of our ruler with a
devotion bordering on APOTHEOSIS, especially when
they are convinced that those whom we set up do not
put their own in place of authority, but only blindly
execute his dictates. They will be rejoiced that we
have regulated everything in their lives as is done
by wise parents who desire to train their children
in the cause of duty and submission. For the
peoples of the world in regard to the secrets of our
polity are ever through the ages only children
under age, precisely as are also their governments.
As you see, I found our despotism on right and duty:
the right to compel the execution of duty is the direct
obligation of a government which is a father for its
subjects. It has the right of the strong that it may use
it for the benefit of directing humanity towards that order
which is defined by nature, namely, submission.
Everything in the world is in a state of submission, if not
to man, then to circumstances or its own inner
character, in all cases, to what is stronger. And so shall
we be this something stronger for the sake of good.
We are obliged without hesitation to sacrifice
individuals, who commit a breach of established
order, for in the exemplary punishment of evil lies
a great educational problem.
When the King of Israel sets upon his sacred head
the crown offered him by Europe he will become
patriarch of the world. The indispensable victims
offered by him in consequence of their suitability will
never reach the number of victims offered in the
course of centuries by the mania of magnificence,
the emulation between the goy governments.
Our King will be in constant communion with the
peoples, making to them from the tribune speeches which
fame will in that same hour distribute over all the world.

Classicism, as also any form of study of ancient
history, in which there are more bad than good
examples, we shall erase from the memory of men all
facts of previous centuries which are undesirable to us,
and leave only those which depict all the errors of the
government of the goyim. The study of practical life,
of the obligations of order, of the relations of people
one to another, of avoiding bad and selfish examples,
which spread the infection of evil, and similar
questions of an educative nature, will stand in the
forefront of the teaching programme, which will be
drawn up on a separate plan for each calling or state
of life, in no wise generalising the teaching. This
treatment of the question has special importance.
Each state of life must be trained within strict
limits corresponding to its destination and work in life.
The occasional genius has always managed and
always will manage to slip through into our states of
life, but it is the perfect folly for the sake of this rare
occasional genius to let through into ranks foreign to
them the untalented who thus rob of their places those
who belong to those ranks by birth or employment.
You know yourselves in what all this has ended for
the goyim who allow the crying absurdity.
In order that he who rules may be seated firmly in
the hearts and minds of subjects it is necessary for the
time of his activity to instruct the whole nation in the
schools and in the market places about his meaning and
his acts and all his beneficent initiatives.
We shall abolish every kind of freedom of
instruction. Learners of all ages will have the right to
assemble together with their parents in the educational
establishments as if it were in a club. During these
assemblies, on holidays teachers will read what will
pass as free lectures on questions of human relations,
of the laws of examples, of the limitations which are
born of unconscious relations, and finally, of the
philosophy of new theories not yet declared to the
world. These theories will be raised by us to the stage
of a dogma of faith as a transitional stage towards our
faith. On the completions of this exposition of our
programme of action in the present and the future
I will read you the principles of these theories.
In a word, knowing by the experience of many
centuries that people live and are guided by ideas, that
these ideas are imbibed by people only by the aid of
education provided with equal success for all ages of
growth, but of course by varying methods, we shall
swallow up and confiscate to our own use the last
scintilla of independence of thought, which we have
for long past been directing towards subjects and ideas
useful for us. The system of bridling thought is
already at work in the so-called system of teaching by
object lessons, the purpose of which is to turn the
goyim into unthinking submissive brutes waiting for
things to be presented before their eyes in order to
form an idea of them. In France, one of our best
agents, Bourgeois, has already made public a new
programme of teaching by object lessons.
[END OF QUOTING PROTOCOL NO. 16, PART 7]

PROTOCOL NO. 16
In order to effect the destruction of all collective
forces except ours we shall emasculate the first stage of
collectivism—the universities, by re-educating them in a
new direction. Their officials and professors will be
prepared for their business by detailed secret programmes
of action from which they will not with immunity
diverge, not by one iota. They will be appointed with
especial precaution, and will be so placed as to be
wholly dependent upon the government.
We shall exclude from the course of instruction
State Law as also all that concerns the political question.
These subjects will be taught to a few dozens of persons
chosen for their pre-eminent capacities from among the
number of the initiated. The universities must no longer
send out from their halls milksops concocting plans for
a constitution, like a comedy or a tragedy, busying
themselves with questions of policy in which even their
own fathers never had any power of thought.
The ill-guided acquaintance of a large number of
persons with question of polity creates utopian dreamers
and bad subjects, as you can see for yourselves from
the example of the universal education in this direction
of the goyim. We must introduce into their education
all those principles which have so brilliantly broken up
their order. But when we are in power we shall
remove every kind of disturbing subject from the
course of education and shall make out of the youth
obedient children of authority, loving him who rules
as the support and hope of peace and quiet.

***
So, as a reminder, if you are already too confused
to remember: who and what is a GOYIM? ANYONE
AND EVERYONE WHO IS NOT A “JEW” BY THEIR
DEFINITION AND THAT WILL LEAVE OUT
ALMOST ALL WHO “THOUGHT” THEMSELVES
TO BE A “JEW”. IN THIS CONTEXT THE
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“JEWISH” PERSON MAY WELL NOT BE
INCLUDED AND THUS IS ALSO A GOY.
Many research scholars will refer to this as “those
who are ‘false’ Jews or ‘non-Jew’ but Judean or
‘Zionists’ and even ‘non-Hebrew’ Jews.” Complicated?
Yes and intentionally so. Nobody can identify the
manipulators in this kind of confusion. I suggest you be
very careful about your attitudes toward a fellow traveler
unless you KNOW of that which you speak.
These “tribes”, remember, were of the Khazars
(many spellings of that tribe) which was often
called the “13th Tribe” but in fact the Khazars
were a tribe (or a semi-race) of those of Nordic,
Mongolian and Russ lineage.
They called themselves the Serpent People right
up through the time of the 13th Century, so this is
well within historic reference—although almost all
references have now been removed to the secret
places of libraries or destroyed as is much of your
own ongoing historical references. You are fed
what you are wanted to know and has little to do
with actual happenings of historical fact.
By the way, “Judeo-Christian” has no meaning,
for you are either one OR the other—you cannot
be both simply because that is the way it was
established at onset and that was at the time of the
“Christ” acceptance.
To you who wish to offer the Talmud as a
contradiction (which you won’t if you know
anything about the religion itself) to whatever is
considered “Jewish”, fine, contradict. However,
the teaching of the Judeans was from the Torah.
The Talmud was developed by Jewish rabbis and
offers very interesting instructions regarding you
“Cattle” as both chattel and to be enslaved. Most
people who think of themselves as “Jews” will
have no more idea of these facts than any babe in
southern tribal Mindanao-Sulu or Borneo.
Everybody just thinks they are “getting ahead in
business” and trying to individually succeed and
that is the way you are captured (trapped).
Again: If you find these sensitive and objectionable—
I did not write these protocols, so you had best look
more carefully at the New World of Globalization planned
for ALL OF YOU. THIS IS WHAT IS MEANT BY
SUCH CATASTROPHIC TERMS AS APOCALYPSE,
ARMAGEDDON, ETC. IT HAS BEEN PROPHESIED
SINCE THE BEGINNING OF YOUR EXPERIENCE.
THE CHANGES OF CIVILIZATIONS AND EVEN
PHYSICAL STRUCTURE OF THE GEOGRAPHIC
PRESENTATION OF THE PLANET HAVE BEEN
MANY THROUGHOUT THE EONS (AGES) OF
MANKIND. YOU CAN ARGUE UNTIL YOU FALL ON
YOUR FACE AND WILL MAKE NO DIFFERENCE.
We will offer the rest as we can get them
recorded; there are 24 recognized Protocols here.
There are many more individual additions and
addendums and they are constantly updated so that
the orchestra doesn’t lose the instructions.
There are prophets in all times and if you wish to
gain confirmation of your time in evolvement ask a
few of your more gifted seers and then go right
back to this list of protocols and see what you
think and where you ARE. And, when you stop
killing the messengers you may move ahead more
quickly to positive opportunities. Moreover, when
you start using the message you shall have glory.
Good evening, GCH
Dharma
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RE: SECRET SOCIETIES. Jan van Helsing
(EWERTVERLAG)
***
[H: I SET THIS NOTICE APART AS BEST
WE CAN IN THIS COMPUTER SYSTEM SO
THAT YOU CAN REMAIN AWARE OF ONE OF
THE MOST IMPORTANT MIND-TRAINING
METHODS AROUND THE GLOBE.
ANYONE WITH PROBABILITY OF COMING
INTO POWER POLITICALLY OR IN
ECONOMICS OR THE OTHER ORCHESTRATED
“PROFESSIONS” IS INTENTIONALLY SENT, EVEN
IF NECESSARY THROUGH SCHOLARSHIPS, TO
TOTALLY CONTROLLED UNIVERSITIES “FOR
TRAINING”. HARVARD IS AN EXCELLENT
EXAMPLE, AS ARE YALE, SOME ENGLISH
UNIVERSITIES AND STANFORD.
THE GUIDELINES FOR THE “SUBJECTS” IN
WHICH THERE WILL BE SUBSTITUTED
INSTRUCTIONS, SUCH AS BITS OF LAW WHILE
THE STUDENT IS OPEN AND TOTALLY
FLEXIBLE AS TO “HOW TO SUCCEED”, THE
DOCTRINE OF THE LIE IS INSTILLED
CAREFULLY, PROFESSIONALLY AND
WITHOUT EXCEPTION SO THAT THE STUDENT,
WHEN IN PRACTICE, BE IT FROM A LEGAL
COUNSELOR TO THE PRESIDENT OF A
NATION, IS WITHOUT NOTICE OF THE FACT
THEY ARE NOT PRACTICING FACT OR
TRUTH—BUT TRAINED ROBOTIC RESPONSES.
THE UNIVERSITIES AND COLLEGES, ALONG
WITH TEACHERS IN THE LOWER GRADES, WILL
FAIL A STUDENT IF HE DEVIATES FROM THE
PLANNED PERCEPTION OF ANY LAW OR
TOPIC IN CONSIDERATION. THE MASSES
WHO ARE UNTRAINED AT ALL ARE FORCED
TO LIVE UNDER THE NEW REGULATIONS
“AS IF” THEY ARE TRUE AND LAWFUL.
THE PREDOMINANT RELIGION(S) WILL
MAKE THE GUIDELINES FOR MEMBERSHIP EVEN
MORE STRINGENT THAN ALREADY
ESTABLISHED UNDER THEIR “OWN” KINGS—
BUT—OTHER SECTS AND CULTS WILL SET
FORTH TO ACCEPT ANY WHO PULL AWAY
FROM THE TRADITIONALLY ESTABLISHED
PROGRAMME. PEOPLE HAVE TO BE PRODDED
INTO ACCEPTING CHANGE. NOTE THE ROMAN
CATHOLIC POPE MOVING ABOUT TODAY
AMONG THE “VERY ENEMY” OF LAST
ACTIVITIES. THIS IS BOTH CONFUSING BUT
WELL PROGRAMMED FOR ACCEPTANCE OF THE
ZIONIST PROGRAMME VS. THE TRADITIONAL
DIFFERENCE-ORIENTED CULTURE. NOTE THE
“APOLOGIZING” TO GROUPS WHO WERE SET
UPON BY THE OFFENDING KINGS. THIS IS
DELUSION IN ITS MOST OBVIOUS FORM.
THIS IS TO BRING ABOUT ONE RELIGION—
ONE WORLD—GOVERNMENT, STATE AND
RELIGION AND THE “TIME” IS NOW, FRIENDS.
YOU CAN SET YOUR CLOCKS BY THE TIMING.
DO WE WANT TO OVERTHROW SOMETHING
OR ANOTHER? NO, WE SIMPLY WISH TO AS
QUIETLY AS POSSIBLE BEGIN TO ALLOW FOR
POSSIBILITY OF CHANGE. WARS AND
OVERTHROW THROUGH FORCE BRING NO

POSITIVE RESPONSE—QUIET INTRODUCTION OF
“BETTER WAYS” IS WHAT BRINGS CHANGE AND
THAT CHANGE, IN INTEGRITY AND HONOR AND
“CHOICE”, SHALL CHANGE THE PERCEPTION
OF THE GLOBAL COMMUNITIES. THIS IS
CALLED “GLOBAL FREEDOM” AS AN ULTIMATE
GOAL WITHIN ACTUAL PRACTICE.
PLEASE KEEP THESE POINTS IN MIND AS
YOU FIND ANGER BUILDING AGAINST THE
OFFENDERS AND POWER-GRABBERS. LEARN
FROM THE LESSONS OFFERED BY THE
OFFENDERS (ENEMIES); USE THAT WHICH IS
GOODLY AND BYPASS THAT WHICH IS OF
FORCE OR MANIPULATION.]
RE: PROTOCOLS OF THE ELDERS OF ZION TO
ACCOMPLISH WORLD CONTROL [QUOTING:]
(PART 8)
CHAPTER 5 (CONTINUED)
PROTOCOL NO. 17
The practice of advocacy produces men cold, cruel,
persistent, unprincipled, who in all cases take up an
impersonal, purely legal standpoint. They have the
inveterate habit to refer everything to its value for the
defence and not to the public welfare of its results.
They do not usually decline to undertake any defence
whatever, they strive for an acquittal at all costs, caviling
over every petty crux of jurisprudence and thereby
they demoralise justice. For this reason we shall set
this profession into narrow frames which will keep it
inside this sphere of executive public service.
Advocates, equally with judges, will be deprived of the
right of communication with litigants; they will receive
business only from the court and will study it by notes
of report and documents, defending their clients after
they have been interrogated in court on facts that
have appeared. They will receive an honorarium
without regard to the quality of the defence.
This will render them mere reporters on law-business
in the interests of justice and as counterpoise to the
proctor who will be the reporter in the interests of
prosecution; this will shorten business before the court.
In this way will be established a practice of honest
unprejudiced defence conducted not from personal interest
but by conviction. This will also, by the way, remove the
present practice of corrupt bargain between advocates to
agree only to let that side win which pays most.
We have long past taken care to credit the
priesthood of the goyim, and thereby to ruin their
mission on earth which in these days might still be a
great hindrance to us. Day by day its influence on the
peoples of the world is falling lower. Freedom of
conscience has been declared everywhere, so that now
only years divide us from the moment of the complete
wrecking of that Christian religion; as to other
religions we shall have still less difficulty in dealing
with them, but it would be premature to speak of this
now. We shall set clericalism and clericals into such
narrow frames as to make their influence move in
retrogressive proportion to its former progress.
[H: Remember that these Zionists have the
mechanism built right into their law and code, i.e.,
Kol Nidre (vow of all vows), which nulls and voids
from one year to the next (retroactive and proactive)
and negates “lawfully” vows of all kinds and covers
false statements in all instances. It is the FIRST
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vow taken at the annual start of their new year.
This also allows open use of false identification, false
locations and all agreements. THIS, FURTHER, IS
ONLY FOR THE USE OF THE ZIONISTS BUT HAS
SLOPPED OVER INTO THE GENERAL GENTILE
(GOYIM) USAGE. You will find, however, that ONLY
the “Zionist” will be allowed use of this and in, for
instance, a court of law—any discussions of the
matter will take place in “closed chambers” or
side-bars. THIS is exactly what a sting operation
IS. Only the target, right or wrong, is disallowed
recourse. This is very good to remember in any
dealings: political, business or otherwise. Lying
has become an accepted mode of operation in,
for example, the Philippines BUT at least there
should always be documentation available for
your own shelter and protection.]
When the time comes finally to destroy the papal
court the finger of an invisible hand will point the
nations towards this court. When, however, the nations
fling themselves upon it, we shall come forward in the
guise of its defenders as if to save excessive bloodshed.
By this diversion we shall penetrate to its very bowels
and be sure we shall never come out again until we have
gnawed through the entire strength of this place.
The King of the Jews will be the real Pope of the
Universe, the patriarch of an international Church.
But, in the meantime, while we are re-educating
youth in new tradition religions and afterwards in
ours, we shall not overtly lay a finger on existing
churches, but we shall fight against them by
criticism calculated to produce schism.
In general, then, our contemporary press will
continue to convict State affairs, religions,
incapacities of the goyim, always using the most
unprincipled expressions in order by every means
to lower their prestige in the manner which can
only be practised by the genius of our gifted tribe.
Our kingdom will be an apologia of the divinity
Vishnu [GOD OF THE MANY ARMS], in whom is
found its personification—in our hundred hands will be,
one in each, the springs of the machinery of Social life.
We shall see everything without the aid of official police
which, in that scope of its rights which we elaborated for
the use of the goyim, hinders governments from seeing.
In our programme one third of our subjects will
keep the rest under observation from a sense of
duty, on the principle of volunteer service to the
State. It will then be no disgrace to be a spy and
informer, but a merit; unfounded denunciations,
however, will be cruelly punished that there may be
no development of abuses of this right.
Our agents will be taken from the higher as well as
the lower ranks of society, from among the
administrative class who spend their time in amusements,
editors, printers and publishers, booksellers, clerks, and
salesmen, workmen, coachmen, lackeys, et cetera. This
body, having no rights and not being empowered to take
any action on their own account, and consequently a
police without any power, will only witness and report;
verification of their reports and arrests will depend upon
a responsible group of controllers of police affairs while
the actual act of arrest will be performed by the
gendarmerie and the municipal police. Any person not
denouncing anything seen or heard concerning questions of
polity will also be charged with and made responsible for
concealment, if it be proved that he is guilty of this crime.
Just as nowadays our brethren are obliged at
their own risk to denounce to the kabal apostates
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of their own family or members who have been
noticed doing anything in opposition to the kabal,
so in our kingdom over all the world it will be
obligatory for all our subjects to observe the duty
of service to the State in this direction.
Such an organisation will extirpate abuses of
authority, of force, of bribery, everything in fact which
we by our counsels, by our theories of the superhuman
rights of man, have introduced into the customs of the
goyim. But how else midst of their administration?
Among the number of those methods one of the most
important is—agents for the restoration of order, so
placed to have the opportunity in their disintegrating
activity of developing and displaying their evil
inclinations—obstinate self-conceit, irresponsible exercise
of authority, and, first and foremost, venality.

the rest out of respect as it will appear for good order.
This will sow an example of restraint also in others. If
a petitioner appears among the people trying to hand a
petition and forcing his way through the ranks, the first
ranks must receive the petition and before the eyes of
the petitioner pass it to the ruler, so that all may know
that what is handed in reaches its destination, that,
consequently, there exists a control of the ruler
himself. The aureole of power requires for its
existence that the people may be able to say: “If the
king knew of this,” or: “the king will hear of it.”
With the establishment of official secret defence
the mystical prestige authority disappears; given a
certain audacity, and everyone counts him master of
it, the sedition-monger is conscious of his strength,
and when occasion serves watches for the moment
to make an attempt upon authority. For the goyim
we have been preaching something else, but by the
very fact we are enabled to see what measures of
overt defence have brought them to.
Criminals with us will be arrested at the first more
or less well-grounded suspicion; it cannot be allowed that
out of fear of a possible mistake an opportunity should
be given of escape to persons suspected of a political
lapse in crime, for in these matters we shall be literally
merciless. If it is still possible by stretching a point, to
admit a reconsideration of the motive causes in simple
crimes, there is no possibility of excuse for persons
occupying themselves with questions in which nobody
except the government can understand anything. And it
is not all governments that understand true policy.

PROTOCOL NO. 18
When it becomes necessary for us to strengthen
the strict measures of secret defence (the most fatal
poison for the prestige of authority) we shall arrange
as simulation of disorders or some manifestation of
discontents finding expression through the co-operation
of good speakers. Round these speakers will
assemble all who are sympathetic to his utterances.
This will give us the pretext for domiciliary
perquisitions and surveillance on the part of our
servants from among the number of the goyim police.
As the majority of conspirators act out of love for
the game, for the sake of talking, so, until they commit
some overt act we shall not lay a finger on them but only
introduce into their midst observation elements. It must
be remembered that the prestige of authority is lessened
if it frequently discovers conspiracies against itself; this
implies a presumption of consciousness of weakness, or,
what is still worse, of injustice. You are aware that we
have broken the prestige of the goy kings by frequent
attempts upon their lives through our agents, blind sheep
of our flock, who are easily moved by a few liberal
phrases to crimes provided only they be painted in
political colours. We have compelled the rulers to
acknowledge their weakness in advertising overt
measures of secret defence and thereby we shall
bring the promise of authority to destruction.
Our ruler will be secretly protected only by the
most insignificant guard, because we shall not admit
so much as a thought that there could exist against
him any sedition with which he is not strong enough
to contend and is compelled to hide from it.
If we should admit this thought, as the goyim
have done and are doing, we should ipso facto be
signing a death sentence, if not for our ruler, at
any rate for his dynasty, at no distant date.
According to strictly enforced outward appearances
our ruler will employ his power only for the advantage
of the nation and in no wise for his own or domestic
profits. Therefore, with the observance of this decorum,
his authority will be respected and guarded by the
subjects themselves; it will receive an apotheosis in
the admission that with it is bound up the wellbeing of every citizen of the State, for upon it will
depend all order in the common life of the pack.
Overt defence of the king argues weakness in
the organisation of his strength.
Our ruler will always among the people be
surrounded by a mob of apparently curious men and
women, who will occupy the front ranks about him, to
all appearance by chance, and will restrain the ranks of

PROTOCOL NO. 19
If we do not permit any independent dabbling in
the political we shall on the other hand encourage
every kind of report or petition with proposals for the
government to examine into all kinds of projects for
the amelioration of the condition of the people; this will
reveal to us the defects or else the fantasies of our
subjects, to which we shall respond either by
accomplishing them or by a wise rebuttment to prove
the short-sightedness of one who judges wrongly.
Sedition-mongering is nothing more than the
yapping of a lap-dog at an elephant. For a
government well organised, not from the police but
from the public point of view, the lap-dog yaps at the
elephant in entire unconsciousness of its strength and
importance. It needs no more than to take a good
example to show the relative importance of both and
the lap-dogs will cease to yap and will wag their tails
the moment they set eyes on an elephant.
In order to destroy the prestige of heroism for
political crime we shall send it for trial in the
category of thieving, murder, and every kind of
abominable and filthy crime. Public opinion will
then confuse in its conception this category of
crime with the disgrace attaching to every other
and will brand it with the same contempt.
We have done our best, and I hope we have
succeeded, to obtain that the goyim should not arrive at
this means of contending with sedition. It was for this
reason that through the press and in speeches,
indirectly—in cleverly compiled schoolbooks on history,
we have advertised the martyrdom alleged to have been
accepted by sedition-mongers for the idea of the
commonweal. This advertisement has increased the
contingent of liberals and has brought thousands of
goyim into the ranks of our livestock cattle.
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PROTOCOL NO. 20
Today we shall touch upon the financial programme,
which I put off to the end of my report as being the most
difficult, the crowning and the decisive point of our plans.
Before entering upon it I will remind you that I have already
spoken before by way of a hint when I said that the sum
total of our actions is settled by the question of figures.
When we come into our kingdom our autocratic
government will avoid, from a principle of selfpreservation, sensibly burdening the masses of the people
with taxes, remembering that it plays the part of father
and protector. But as State organisation costs dear it is
necessary nevertheless to obtain the funds required for it.
I will, therefore, elaborate with particular precaution
the question of equilibrium in this matter.
Our rule, in which the king will enjoy the legal
fiction that everything in his State belongs to him (which
may easily be translated into fact), will be enabled to
resort to the lawful confiscation of all sums of every kind
for the regulation of their circulation in the State. From
this follows that taxation will best be covered by a
progressive tax on property. In this manner the dues
will be paid without straitening or ruining anybody in
the form of a percentage of the amount of property.
The rich must be aware that it is their duty to place
a part of their superfluities at the disposal of the State
since the State guarantees them security of possession
of the rest of their property and the right of honest
gains, I say honest, for the control over property will
do away with robbery on a legal basis.
This social reform must come from above, for the time
is ripe for it—it is indispensable as a pledge of peace.
The tax upon the poor man is a seed of revolution
and works to the detriment of the State which in hunting
after the trifling is missing the big. Quite apart from this,
a tax on capitalists diminishes the growth of wealth in
private hands in which we have in these days
concentrated it as a counterpoise to the government
strength of the goyim—their State finances.
A tax increasing in a percentage ratio to capital will give
a much larger revenue than the present individual or
property tax, which is useful to us now for the sole reason
that it excites trouble and discontent among the goyim.
The force upon which our king will rest consists in
the equilibrium and the guarantee of peace, for the sake
of which things it is indispensable that the capitalists
should yield up a portion of their incomes for the sake
of the secure working of the machinery of the State.
State needs must be paid by those who will not feel the
burden and have enough to take from.
Such a measure will destroy the hatred of the
poor man for the rich, in whom he will see a
necessary financial support for the State, will see in
him the organiser of peace and well-being since he
will see that it is the rich man who is paying the
necessary means to attain these things.
In order that payers of the educated classes
should not too much distress themselves over the new
payments they will have full accounts given them of
the destination of those payments, with the exception
of such sums as will be appropriated for the needs of
the throne and the administrative institutions.
He who reigns will not have any properties of his
own once all in the State represents his patrimony, or
else the one would be in contradiction to the other, the
fact of holding private means would destroy the right of
property in the common possessions of all.
Relatives of him who reigns, his heirs excepted, who
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will be maintained by the resources of the State, must
enter the ranks of servants of the State or must work to
obtain the right of property; the privilege of royal blood
must not serve for the spoiling of the treasury.
Purchase, receipt of money or inheritance will be
subject to the payment of a stamp progressive tax. Any
transfer of property, whether money or other, without
evidence of payment of this tax which will be strictly
registered by names, will render the former holder liable
to pay interest on the tax from the moment of transfer
of these sums up to the discovery of his evasion or
declaration of the transfer. Transfer documents must be
presented weekly at the local treasury office with
notification of the name, surname and permanent place
of residence of the former and the new holder of the
property. This transfer with register of names must
begin from a definite sum which exceeds the ordinary
expenses of buying and selling of necessaries, and
these will be subject to payment only by a stamp
impost of a definite percentage of the unit.
Just strike an estimate of how many times such
taxes as these will cover the revenue of the goyim States.
The State exchequer will have to maintain a definite
complement of reserve sums, and all that is collected
above that complement must be returned into circulation.
On these sums will be organised public works. The
initiative in works of this kind, proceeding from State
sources, will bind the working class firmly to the
interests of the State and to those who reign. From
these same sums also a part will be set aside as
rewards of inventiveness and productiveness.
On no account should so much as a single unit
above the definite and freely estimated sums be
retained in the State treasuries, for money exists to be
circulated and any kind of stagnation of money acts
ruinously on the running of the State machinery, for
which it is the lubricant; a stagnation of the lubricant
may stop the regular working of the mechanism.
The substitution of interest-bearing paper for a
part of the token of exchange has produced
exactly this stagnation. The consequences of this
circumstance are already sufficiently noticeable.
A court of account will also be instituted by us and in
it the ruler will find at any moment a full accounting for
State income and expenditure, with the exception of the
current monthly account, not yet made up, and that of the
preceding month, which will not yet have been delivered.
The one and only person who will have no
interest in robbing the State is its owner, the ruler.
This is why his personal control will remove the
possibility of leakages or extravagances.
The representative function of the ruler at receptions
for the sake of etiquette, which absorbs so much
invaluable time, will be abolished in order that the ruler
may have time for control and consideration. His power
will not then be split up into fractional parts among timeserving favourites who surround the throne for its
pomp and splendour, and are interested only in their
own and not in the common interests of the State.
Economic crises have been produced by us for the
goyim by no other means than the withdrawal of money
from circulation. Huge capitals have stagnated,
withdrawing money from States, which were constantly
obliged to apply to those same stagnant capitals for
loans. These loans burdened the finances of the State
with the payment of interest and made them the bond
slaves of these capitals. The concentration of industry
in the hands of capitalists out of the hands of small
masters has drained away all the juices of the peoples

and with them also of the states.
The present issue of money in general does not
correspond with the requirements per head, and
cannot therefore satisfy all the needs of the workers.
The issue of money ought to correspond with the
growth of population and thereby children also must
absolutely be reckoned as consumers of currency
from the day of their birth. The revision of issue is
a material question for the whole world.
YOU ARE AWARE THAT THE GOLD STANDARD
HAS BEEN THE RUIN OF THE STATES WHICH
ADOPTED IT, FOR IT HAS NOT BEEN ABLE TO
SATISFY THE DEMANDS FOR MONEY, THE MORE
SO THAT WE HAVE REMOVED GOLD FROM
CIRCULATION AS FAR AS POSSIBLE.
With us the standard that must be introduced is
the cost of working manpower, whether it be
reckoned in paper or wood. We shall make the issue
of money in accordance with the normal requirements
of each subject, adding to the quantity with every
birth and subtracting with every death.
The accounts will be managed by each department
(the French administrative division), each circle.
In order that there may be no delays in the paying
out of money for State needs the sums and terms of
such payments will be fixed by decree of the ruler;
this will do away with the protection by a ministry of
one institution to the detriment of others.
The budgets of income and expenditure will be
carried out side by side that they may not be
obscured by distance one to another.
The reforms projected by us in the financial
institutions and principles of the goyim will be closed by
us in such forms as will alarm nobody. We shall point
out the necessity of reforms in consequence of the
disorderly darkness into which the goyim by their
irregularities have plunged the finances. The first
irregularity, as we shall point out, consists in their
beginning with drawing up a single budget which year
after year grows owing to the following cause: this
budget is dragged out to half the year, then they demand
a budget to put things right, and this they expend in three
months, after which they ask for a supplementary
budget, and all this ends with a liquidation budget. But,
as the budget of the following year is drawn up in
accordance with the sum of the total addition, the annual
departure from the normal reaches as much as 50 per cent
in a year, and so the annual budget is trebled in ten years.
Thanks to such methods, allowed by the carelessness of
the goy States, their treasuries are empty. The period of
loans supervenes, and that has swallowed up remainders
and brought all the goy States to bankruptcy.
You understand perfectly that economic
arrangements of this kind, which have been suggested
to the goyim by us, cannot be carried on by us.
Every kind of loan proves infirmity in the State and
a want of understanding of the rights of the State.
Loans hang like a sword of Damocles over the heads of
rulers, who, instead of taking from their subjects by
temporary tax, come begging with outstretched palm of
our bankers. Foreign loans are leeches which there is no
possibility of removing from the body of the State until
they fall off of themselves or the State flings them off.
But the goy States do not tear them off; they go on in
persisting in putting more on to themselves so that they
must inevitably perish, drained by voluntary bloodletting.
What also indeed is, in substance, a loan, especially
a foreign loan? A loan is—an issue of government bills
of exchange containing a percentage obligation
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commensurate to the sum of the loan capital. If the loan
bears a charge of 5 per cent, then in twenty years the
State vainly pays away in interest a sum equal to the loan
borrowed, in forty years it is paying a double sum, in sixty—
treble, and all the while the debt remains an unpaid debt.
From this calculation it is obvious that with any
form of taxation per head the State is bailing out the
last coppers of the poor taxpayers in order to settle
accounts with wealthy foreigners, from whom it has
borrowed money instead of collecting these coppers
for its own needs without the additional interest.
So long as loans were internal the goyim only
shuffled their money from the pockets of the poor to
those of the rich, but when we bought up the necessary
person in order to transfer loans into the external sphere
all the wealth of States flowed into our cash-boxes and
all the goyim began to pay us the tribute of subjects.
If the superficiality of goy kings on their thrones
in regard to State affairs and the venality of ministers
or the want of understanding of financial matters on
the part of other ruling persons have made their
countries debtors to our treasuries to amounts quite
impossible to pay, it has not been accomplished without
on our part heavy expenditure of trouble and money.
Stagnation of money will not be allowed by us and
therefore there will be no State interest-bearing paper,
except a one per cent series, so that there will be no
payment of interest to leeches that suck all the strength
out of the State. The right to issue interest-bearing
paper will be given exclusively to industrial companies
who will find no difficulty in paying interest out of
profits, whereas the State does not make interest on
borrowed money like these companies, for the State
borrows to spend and not to use in operations.
Industrial papers will be bought also by the
government which from being as now a payer of tribute
by loan operations will be transformed into a lender of
money at a profit. This measure will stop the stagnation
of money, parasitic profits and idleness, all of which
were useful for us among the goyim so long as they were
independent but are not desirable under our rule.
How clear is the undeveloped power of thought of
the purely brute brains of the goyim, as expressed in
the fact that they have been borrowing from us with
payment of interest without ever thinking that all the
same these very moneys plus an addition for
payment of interest must be got by them from
their own State pockets in order to settle up with
us. What could have been simpler than to take the
money they wanted from their own people?
But it is a proof of the genius of our chosen
mind that we have contrived to present the matter
of loans to them in such a light that they have
even seen in them an advantage for themselves.
Our accounts, which we shall present when the
time comes, in the light of centuries of experience
gained by experiments made by us on the goy States,
will be distinguished by clearness and definiteness and
will show at a glance to all men the advantage of our
innovations. They will put an end to those abuses
to which we owe our mastery over the goyim, but
which cannot be allowed in our kingdom.
We shall so hedge about our system of accounting
that neither the ruler nor the most insignificant public
servant will be in a position to divert even the smallest
sum from its destination without detection or to
direct it in another direction except that which will
be once fixed in a definite plan of action.
And without a definite plan it is impossible to
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rule. Marching along an undetermined road and
with undetermined resources brings to ruin by the
way heroes and demi-gods.
The goy rulers, whom we once upon a time advised
should be distracted from State occupations by
representative receptions, observances of etiquette,
entertainments, were only screens for our rule. The
accounts of favourite courtiers who replaced them in the
sphere of affairs were drawn up for them by our agents,
and every time gave satisfaction short-sighted minds by
promises that in the future economies and improvements
were foreseen. Economies from what? From new
taxes?—were questions that might have been but were
not asked by those who read our accounts and projects.
You know to what they have been brought by
this carelessness, to what a pitch of financial
disorder they have arrived, notwithstanding the
astonishing industry of their peoples.
[END OF QUOTING PROTOCOL NO. 20, PART 8]

or become again a battlefield NOT OF YOUR MAKING.
No, this is not of our business, readers, for our
people are U.S. citizens and shall do nothing to
damage their home State (nation).
What will be promised to you Filipinos in exchange
for being gun-fodder or bomb targets? Will it be
annexation to the U.S.A.? NO! That very act would
then cause the U.S. to ADMIT to its tactics—and war
would actually be declared betwixt these major powers
just as it would be if China raided or bombed California,
U.S.A. or frankly, again, someone dumped on Hawaii.
Again it is suggested that you stop to read the
handwriting across the walls of your land(s). OR MORE
LIKELY YOU WILL SIMPLY BE, ALONG WITH
TAIWAN, SACRIFICED TO THE DRAGON.
You have been brought to your economic knees,
friends, to accomplish the planned demise of your
sovereignty.
So be it—and may you choose the peaceful avenues
to renewal, stability, growth and majesty.
By the way, it is now noted and being presented in
a major National Press Club conference on May 9, 2001
THAT THERE ARE SHIPS FROM OTHER PLANETS
AND VISITING EXRATERRESTRIALS AMONG YOU.
I bring this up because the ones who present
testimony are among the astronauts who MET US
out there in space over and over again. I am
particularly smiling about this because I, Hatonn,
happen to be one of the most recognized
commanders among those VISITORS. There is a
major connection between astronaut Gordon Cooper
(a long time ago, readers) and myself.
The puppet-masters say you will not stand up for
goodly change or truth. I say you shall.
They retort that they will frighten you with
terror and poverty—while training you to believe
your world faces inter-galactic WAR. That is total
nonsense, for there is not one extraterrestrial fleet
that couldn’t totally contain your planet. But you
can expect the attempts to fool you. They do not
hesitate to blow up their own people to make a point
of terror—they do it every day, all over the globe.
I want you to remember that Satan is the Prince
of confusion, deceit and GAMES. Facts are: There
is no honor among thieves and liars.
I will write far more on this topic but you are not
going to longer be able to deny the connections, my good
citizens and, yes, indeed, the precious pearl of the
Philippines is a blessed and embraced place. You are also
in direct connection with the constellation, Pleiades.
Do you find this difficult to “believe”? Well,
the Master-Controllers don’t, so why should you?
You have played the puppet to these deceitful
masters long enough—haven’t you? YOU HAVE
BECOME PEOPLE OF THE LIE AND YOU ARE
WORTHY OF SO MUCH BETTER.
THERE IS NO THREAT FROM OUTER SPACE,
BROTHERS, YOUR THREATS ARE RIGHT ON YOUR
DOORSTEPS. STUDY THESE PROTOCOLS OF THE
ELDERS OF ZION—AND I THINK YOU WILL SEE
YOUR PREDICAMENT OF THE MOMENT.
If you do not change, the globe will be cleansed but
it WILL NOT BE BY GOD CREATOR—it will be at the
hands of terrestrial man as he plays his insane games.
The Protocols offered are the actual steps in
the plan to take control of your globe, hook,
line and up to your ears.
Good afternoon, Hatonn
Dharma

***
Now readers, please go back and reread No.
20 UNTIL YOU UNDERSTAND IT. This is the
basis of the IMF/WB and the whole of the
International Banking Cartel (IBC) in full glory of
their heinous deceit and activities. If you like what
you HAVE as they have established it against the
possibility of freedom, then you have it in place.
If you would have a bit of a better chance
at change, I suggest you support our team at
its work of sharing and building a foundation
for a better way.
We have no intent to war or force in ANY
measure. If it doesn’t work because of force
against it, so be it, for you can begin the
countdown to your demise as a goodly planetary
society—for you will end up in devastation just
as have other such societies long gone.
I will now remind the Philippine people that there is
a consideration before the leaders of the United States to
put you in the hot-seat once again to fight their wars
especially with China and YOU CAN’T WIN. AS WELL
AS NOT WINNING, WHAT WILL YOU DO WITH
ALL THE CHINESE BUSINESSES AND TAIPANS WHO
HAVE BUILT YOUR COUNTRY? YOU HAD BEST
THINK ABOUT IT CAREFULLY, FOR IT IS UNDER
WAY AS WE WRITE HERE TODAY. Just one excerpt
from a news publication TODAY: New York TIMES.
The article is captioned: “EU plans to establish
ties with North Korea.” However, this following
reference might well chill your tropical blood:
“Meanwhile, a Pentagon-sponsored study said the
U n i t e d S t a t e s should shift the focus of ITS
MILITARY PRESENCE IN ASIA TOWARD THE
PHILIPPINES and other nations closer to TAIWAN.
“Citing the potential for armed conflict between
Taiwan and mainland China as a key U.S. security
concern, the study recommends creating arrangements in
Southeast Asia to give the U.S. military access to ports
and airfields that could be used to support Taiwan if
China attacked. It recommends maintaining traditional
military ties to Japan and South Korea [as well].
“In recent days, North Korea has lashed out at
South Korea and the United States saying the
United States’ plans for a missile-defense system
would bring only death and destruction.”
This would certainly seem to be the critical TIME for
consideration of your allegiance to your sovereign nation
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RE: SECRET SOCIETIES. Jan van Helsing
(EWERTVERLAG)
Hatonn—Dharma will attempt to conclude the
copy of the Protocols themselves this morning,
please. We want to be able to assemble them for
use as a realization tool of “where we are” TODAY.
The
last
few
protocols
serve
as
accomplishment guide for those who have
perpetrated the manipulations and power takeovers.
As you look at the global circumstances, you will see
that accomplishments have been thus far followed as to
the game-plan and will be especially and EASILY SEEN
in this very Protocol upcoming, No. 21. If the previous
instructions and plans for takeover didn’t impress you,
I do believe the remainder will. In fact, you may well
wish to change a few reference names and titles.
O f some which immediately come to mind are
International Monetary Fund, World Bank, Federal
Reserve, International Banking Cartel (IBC) and
thus and so as substitution for that which is
offered in these ancient guidelines and expressions.
There is nothing accidental in politics, readers. It is
also a fact that “good” or “bad” is in the experience.
Prince Andrew (Duke of York) of the House of
Windsor is in the Philippines today along with all
the ritual involved. There is a lot of humming and
hawing taking place as the manipulators try to
wrap up a lot of shifts and position manipulations.
The International Bankers are also playing and
shifting in an effort to stop the hemorrhage as the
Philippines Central Bank follows the Federal Reserve
as to interest rates and another tranche of funds from
the “helpers” is written off as “default” status,
while two of the largest corporations are being
merged and this under the House of Ayala. Is this
good or bad? Neither or either that YOU choose,
for it just IS. It does, however, bring more and
more control into the hands of the manipulators.
WORLD, YOU ARE IN FORECLOSURE!
However, a few of the “greater” warlords will not go
silently or meekly to the guillotine. And where will
YOU be as civilization is caught between the warring
dragons seeking supremacy? I remind you that the
Chinese consider this year as that of the SERPENT!
This is filled with possibilities as to meaning which
all participants might well consider seriously.
The British Empire and China have been as enemies
since as long as you can remember—hence the very
outcome of the Opium Wars which brought Hong Kong
into the realm of the Empire. The play for the THRONE
shall be, indeed, a meeting of giants AS INCH BY
PAINFUL INCH YOU-THE-PEOPLE ARE ABSORBED
INTO THE PASSIONS OF THE CONTROLLERS.
I want ALL of you to remember something
very BIG: The BRITISH EMPIRE is recognized in
the higher circles as “BRITISH ISRAEL”; every
individual citizen on the face of Earth had best
consider that very, very carefully.
You will note that THREE so-called “World”
Wars are prophesied—before the end of “this”
segment of the play. CAN YOUR WORLD
SURVIVE IT, THAT THIRD ONE, AS A SPECIES
OR SOCIAL CIVILIZATION?
ONLY AS LONG AS GOD CREATOR
CHOOSES IT TO BE SO, FOR YOU ARE BUT
PLAYERS ON A STAGE WITH ONLY FLEETING
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G L I M P S E S O F T H E T R U T H O F I T — I T I S many a time enabled these governments to throw
“YOUR” PLAY! YOU’VE GONE ABOUT AS off their shoulders a debit of several millions.
FAR OFF CENTER AS YOU CAN GO IN THE
Nowadays, with external loans, these tricks
SILLY “KING OF THE HILL” GAMES.
cannot be played by the goyim for they know that
we shall demand all our moneys back.
* * *
In this way an acknowledged bankruptcy will
best prove to the various countries the absence
RE: PROTOCOLS OF THE ELDERS OF ZION o f a n y m e a n s b e t w e e n t h e i n t e r e s t s o f t h e
TO
ACCOMPLISH
WORLD
CONTROL peoples of those who rule them.
[QUOTING:]
I beg you to concentrate your particular attention
upon this point and upon the following: nowadays all
(PART 9)
internal loans are consolidated by so-called flying loans,
that is, such as have terms of payment more or less
CHAPTER 5 (CONTINUED)
near. These debts consist of moneys paid into the
savings banks and reserve funds. If left for long at the
PROTOCOL NO. 21
disposition of a government these funds evaporate in
the payment of interest on foreign loans, and are
To what I reported to you at the last meeting replaced by the deposit of equivalent amount of rentes.
I shall now add a detailed explanation of internal
When we ascend the throne of the world all these
loans. Of foreign loans I shall say nothing more, financial and similar shifts, as being not in accord with
b e c a u s e t h e y h a v e f e d u s w i t h t h e n a t i o n a l our interests, will be swept away so as not to leave a
moneys of the goyim, but for our State there will trace, as also will be destroyed all money markets,
be no foreigners, that is, nothing external.
since we shall not allow the prestige of our power to
We have taken advantage of the venality of be shaken by fluctuations of prices set upon our values,
administrators and the slackness of rulers to get which we shall announce by law at the price which
our moneys twice, thrice and more times over, by represents their full worth without any possibility of
lending to the goy governments moneys which lowering or raising. (Raising gives the pretext for
were not at all needed by the States. Could lowering, which indeed was where we made a
anyone do the like in regard to us? Therefore, I beginning in relation to the values of the goyim.)
shall only deal with the details of internal loans.
We shall replace the money markets by grandiose
States announce that such a loan is to be government credit institutions, the object of which will
concluded and open subscriptions for their own bills be to fix the price of industrial values in accordance
of exchange, that is, for their interest-bearing paper. with government views. These institutions will be in
That they may be within the reach of all the price a position to fling upon the market five hundred
is determined at from a hundred to a thousand; and millions of industrial paper in one day, or to buy up
a discount is made for the earliest subscribers. Next for the same amount. In this way all industrial
day by artificial means the price of them goes up, undertakings will come into dependence upon us.
the alleged reason being that everyone is rushing to
You may imagine for yourselves what immense
buy them. In a few days the treasury safes are as power we shall thereby secure for ourselves.
they say overflowing and there’s more money than
[H: If you readers aren’t, by now,
they can do with (why then take it?). The weeping—you don’t get the point. There is
subscription, it is alleged, covers many times over a cute saying that goes something like: “If
the issue total of the loan; in this lies the whole state you aren’t about to panic, then you don’t
effect—look you, they say, what confidence is understand your circumstances.”
shown in the government’s bills of exchange.
This particular presentation of the STATUS
But when the comedy is played out there OF THE PROTOCOLS in accomplishment was
emerges the fact that a debit and an exceedingly made many years before this day and actually
burdensome debit has been created. For the laid forth centuries prior to now. Isn’t it
payment of interest it becomes necessary to have time you people paid attention to what has
recourse to new loans, which do not swallow up but taken place and check as to what kind of a
only add to the capital debt. And when this credit steel cage in which you are kept? So be it!]
is exhausted it becomes necessary by new taxes to
cover, not the loan, but only the interest on it.
PROTOCOL NO. 22
These taxes are a debit employed to cover a debit.
Later comes the time for conversions, but they
In all that has so far been reported by me to you,
diminish the payment of interest without covering the I have endeavoured to depict with care the secret of
debt, and besides they cannot be made without the what is coming, of what is past, and of what is going
consent of the lenders; on announcing a conversion a on now, rushing into the flood of the great events
proposal is made to return the money to those who are coming already in the near future, the secret of our
not willing to convert their paper. If everybody relations to the goyim and of financial operations. On
expressed his unwillingness and demanded his this subject there remains still a little for me to add.
money back, the government would be hooked on
In our hands is the greatest power of our day—
their own flies and would be found insolvent and gold; in two days we can procure from our
unable to pay the proposed sums. By good luck the storehouses any quantity we may please.
subjects of the goy governments, knowing nothing
Surely there is no need to seek further proof that
about financial affairs, have always preferred losses our role is predestined by God? Surely we shall not fail
on exchange and diminution of interest to the risk of with such wealth to prove that all that evil which for
new investments of their moneys, and have thereby so many centuries we have had to commit has served

at the end of ends the case of true well-being—the
bringing of everything into order? Though it be even
by the exercise of some violence, yet all the same it will
be established. We shall contrive to prove that we are
benefactors who have restored to the rent and mangled
earth the true good and also freedom of the person, and
therewith we shall enable it to be enjoyed in peace and
quiet, with proper dignity of relations, on the condition,
of course, of strict observance of the laws established
by us. We shall make plain therewith that freedom
does not consist in dissipation and in the right of
unbridled license any more than the dignity and force
of a man do not consist in the right for everyone to
promulgate destructive principles in the nature of
freedom of conscience, equality and the like; that
freedom of the person in no wise consists in the right
to agitate oneself and others by abominable speeches
before disorderly mobs, and that true freedom
consists in the inviolability of the person who
honourably and strictly observes all the laws of life
in common; that human dignity is wrapped up in
consciousness of the rights and also of the absence
of rights of each, and not wholly and solely in
fantastic imaginings about the subject of one’s ego.
Our authority will be glorious because it will be
all-powerful, will rule and guide, and not muddle
along after leaders and orators shrieking themselves
hoarse with senseless words which they call great
principles and which are nothing else, to speak
honestly, but utopian. Our authority will be the
crown of order, and in that is included the whole
happiness of man. The aureole of this authority will
inspire a mystical bowing of the knee before it and
a reverent fear before it of all the peoples. True
force makes no terms with any right, not even
with that of God: none dare come near to it so
as to take so much as a span from it away.
PROTOCOL NO. 23
That the peoples may become accustomed to
obedience it is necessary to inculcate lessons of
humility and therefore to reduce the production of
articles of luxury. By this we shall improve morals
which have been debased by emulation in the sphere
of luxury. We shall re-establish small master
production which will mean laying a mine under the
private capital of manufacturers.
This is
indispensable also for the reason that manufacturers
on the grand scale often move, though not always
consciously, the thoughts of the masses in directions
against the government. A people of small masters
knows nothing of unemployment and this binds him
closely with existing order, and consequently with
the firmness of authority. Unemployment is a most
perilous thing for a government. For us its part will
have been played out the moment authority is
transferred into our hands. Drunkenness also will
be prohibited by law and punishable as a crime
against the humanness of man who is turned into
a brute under the influence of alcohol.
Subjects, I repeat once more, give blind obedience
only to the strong hand which is absolutely independent
of them, for in it they feel the sword of defence and
support against social scourges. What do they want
with an angelic spirit in a king? What they have to
see in him is the personification of force and power.
The supreme lord who will replace all now
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existing rulers, dragging on their existence among
societies, though he should drench them with his
own blood, that he may resurrect them again in
the form of regularly organised troops fighting
consciously with every kind of infection that may
cover the body of the State with sores.
This Chosen One of God is chosen from
above to demolish the senseless forces moved by
instinct and not reason, by brutishness and not
humanness. These forces now triumph in
manifestations of robbery and every kind of
violence under the mask of principles of freedom
and rights. They have overthrown all forms of
social order to erect on the ruins the throne of the
King of the Jews; but their part will be played out
the moment he enters into his kingdom. Then it
will be necessary to sweep them away from his
path, on which must be left no knot, no splinter.
Then will it be possible for us to say to the peoples
of the world: “Give thanks to God and bow the knee
before him who bears on this front the seal of the
predestination of man, to which God Himself has led
his star that none other but He might free us from all
the before-mentioned forces and evils.”

This confirmation will first and foremost be
included in that in which to this day has rested the
force of conservatism by our learned elders of the
conduct of all the affairs of the world, in the
directing of the education of thought of all humanity.
Certain members of the seed of David will
prepare the kings and their heirs, selecting not by
right of heritage but by eminent capacities,
inducting them into the most secret mysteries of
the political, into schemes of government, but
providing always that none may come to
knowledge of the secrets. The object of this mode
of action is that all may know that government
cannot be entrusted to those who have not been
inducted into the secret places of its art.
To these persons only will be taught the practical
application of the afore-named plans by comparison of
the experiences of many centuries, all the observations
on the politico-economic moves and social sciences—
in a word, all the spirit of laws which have been
unshakably established by nature herself for the
regulation of the relations of humanity.
Direct heirs will often be set aside from ascending
the throne if in their time of training they exhibit
frivolity, softness and other qualities that are the ruin of
authority, which render them incapable of governing
and in themselves dangerous for kingly office.
Only those who are unconditionally capable for
firm, even if it be to cruelty, direct rule will receive
the reins of rule from our learned elders.
In case of falling sick with weakness of will or
other form of incapacity, kings must by law hand
over the reins of rule to new and capable hands.
The king’s plans of action for the current moment,
and all the more so for the future, will be unknown,
even to those who are called his closest counselors.
Only the king and the three who stood
sponsor for him will know what is coming.
In the person of the king who with unbending
will is master of himself and of humanity all will
discern as it were fate with its mysterious ways.
None will know what the king wishes to attain by
his dispositions, and therefore none will dare to
stand across an unknown path.
It is understood that the brain reservoir of the king
must correspond in capacity to the plan of government
it has to contain. It is for this reason that he will
ascend the throne not otherwise than after examination
of his mind by the aforesaid learned elders.
That the people may know and love their king
it is indispensable for him to converse in the
market-places with his people. This ensures the
necessary clinching of the two forces which are
now divided one from another by us by the terror.
This terror was indispensable for us till the
time comes for both these forces separately to
fall under our influence.
The King of the Jews must not be at the mercy
of his passions, and especially of sensuality; on no
side of his character must he give brute instincts
power over his mind. Sensuality worse than all else
disorganises the capacities of the mind and
clearness of views, distracting the thoughts to the
worst and most brutal side of human activity.
The prop of humanity in the person of the supreme
lord of all the world of the holy seed of David must
sacrifice to his people all personal inclinations.
Our supreme lord must be of an exemplary

PROTOCOL NO. 24
[H: READ THIS LAST PROTOCOL WITH
MIND AND EYES OPEN, READERS, FOR IF
YOU CAN FIND GOD CREATOR OF LIGHT—
YOU ARE A REMARKABLE INDIVIDUAL.
THE PRINCE OF DARKNESS, CALLING
HIMSELF THE BRIGHT AND MORNING
STAR, HAS “HAD” YOU, FRIENDS. YOU
SERVE THE MORTAL IMPOSTOR WHO
RULES THROUGH THE MORTAL AND
PHYSICAL BONDAGE OF SPIRIT. THE
“BATTLE” IS TRULY FOR THE SOULS OF
MAN—NOT WHO WILL PLAY IN THE NEXT
DIMENSION OF SPIRITUAL EXPRESSION.
YOU WHO SERVE THAT MASTER DECEIVER
ARE DOOMED TO EXPERIENCE WITHIN
THE HELL OF EXPERIENCE AS DEEMED
APPROPRIATE FOR YOU BY THE RULERS
OF THE DOMAIN OF PHYSICAL/MORTAL
EXPRESSION. BONDAGE OF SOUL (SPIRIT)
IS THE ULTIMATE BONDAGE, STUDENTS.
THE CLUES ARE ALL THERE AS TO JUST
“WHO AND WHAT” IS PLACING YOU IN
BONDAGE, AND YET ONLY THE FEW ARE
REMAINING THAT HAVE OPPORTUNITY
TO DECIPHER THE PUZZLE AND
MYSTERY
OF
THE
HIDDEN
MANIPULATORS. THE GLOBAL SOCIETY
HAS BEEN DUMBED DOWN INTO
IGNORANCE AND UNKNOWING TO KEEP
YOU SILENT AND DOCILE WHILE YOU
HAVE BEEN RAPED, RAVAGED AND
PILLAGED AND HAVE LOST YOUR WAY.
GOD PROVIDES—YOU DECIDE!
I REMIND YOU THAT THE BIBLE(S)
HAVE BEEN SCRIBED BY “MAN” FOR
THE WRITING ITSELF IS A PHYSICALMORTAL EXPRESSION.]
I pass now to the method of confirming the dynastic
roots of KING DAVID to the last strata of the earth.
[H: Wow, if you START out with misinformation—
see what a mess you have in the end.]
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irreproachability!
[END OF QUOTING PROTOCOLS]
**The ROTHSCHILD BANK is said to have
asked the Bavarian Jew ADAM WEISHAUPT to
establish the “SECRET ORDER OF THE
BAVARIAN ILLUMINATI” after this plan for
world power (“Novus Ordo Seclorum” = New
World Order) had been worked out.
Author’s Comment:
A further means towards this goal is the
separation of the world into a slave society in the
East and a race of lords in the West. As Rudolf
Steiner wrote in his book The Social Prerequisites
of Our Time this is helped by the fact that the
belief systems of the East and the science of the
West cannot come to a synthesis. The atheist
scientists don’t care for the religions of the East; the
faithful of the East reject the science of the West.
[THIS CONCLUDES CHAPTER 5, “THE
MEETINGS OF THE LEARNED ELDERS OF
ZION”, PART 9]
*****
I cannot urge you strongly enough to continue to
receive this information. My own suggestion is to
get a subscription to CONTACT, the newspaper
and see how and who manages your existence in
this manifest world of sensing human.
If you are going to be within the circle of change,
you must know your own role on the stage of LIFE.
If you don’t know where you’ve been or where
you are—how can you expect to reach a goal which
offers no destination? Have you not traveled the
path of “no destination” long enough?
Just as your grade-school teacher has no way,
ability or right to pronounce your goals upon you—
neither so, do I. But to be locked into slavery as a
destiny is NOT OF GOD FOR THE ULTIMATE
DESTINY OF HIS CREATIONS.
MAN’S
SPIRIT GUIDES—MAN DERIVES AND
DECIDES—HIS CHOSEN DESTINY!
May your thoughts become as WISDOM.
CREATOR BLESSES YOU ABUNDANTLY—
BUT YOU MUST ACCEPT THE GIFT, FOR
THAT SIMPLY IS THE WAY IT “IS”.
Good morning, Hatonn
dharma

Learning that God’s delays are not
denials, we who give our time and
effort to help GAIA’s wondrous
program unfold, practice our patience
in nursing income to cover out-go.
We again ask you of the “away”
crew to help if you can, as you can.
Whatever you can spare to share
when accumulated here helps.
Please know God’s investment
repays abundantly.
Thank you so very much,
The CONTACT contingent.
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Doris’ Corner
6/2/01—#1 (14-290)
By Doris & E.J. Ekker
RE: JOHN & JEAN RAY AND “NEWS
DESK-TYPE” NOTES: PHILIPPINES, ISRAEL,
NEPAL, Peru
A LOOK AROUND
AND THE VIEW IS SHOCKING
As we continue to consider the UNKNOWING of
John Ray’s condition and the helplessness of that which
we have in ability to take the load of another, we will
turn to the work at hand.
I will dedicate today’s typing to finish this SECRET
SOCIETIES document [not likely, there are nearly 50
more pages] so that if we would be somehow
interrupted in our own work, that is assured completion
enough for conclusions in the paper—IF MARK
REMAINS FUNCTIONAL (THIS FOR MARK!).
I think it is so that we fail to note or “stroke”
those around us who are working with us, support
us, share what they have, etc., while we might
bring joy and happiness. But when “that” or
“those” parties are out of the loop for a while or
forever, we focus on our own perceptions and
take stock of larger possibilities.
John and Jean Ray have been such dear friends
for so long that since our work began some many
years ago, even being across the miles in different
states, that an interruption in their lives is a major
interruption in our own. We will be awaiting
updates and will depend on Mark to keep youthe-readers, family and friends, posted.
Ellen, please, let Debbie know about John
because Jean has been such a good friend to her
and she would want to send a card or note.
Friends, knowing what I know about the heart—had
that heart ruptured this would be an academic notation.
However, the chances of survival moved from 5%
following surgery to 50% today, so perhaps the woods
are not so dark today. I look forward to having John
describe his incredible journey where the “rubber really
hits the road” so to speak. My “hope factor” is so
much better right now that we just hope he is back in
harness soon and stronger than before. We still have
lots to “celebrate” directly ahead of us.
IN THE PHILIPPINES
We are in a U.S. warning “lock-down”—no
running around, especially for U.S. citizens.
Hostages, 20 of them, were snatched a few days
ago and the war is on.
This morning it was reported that some of the
hostages were shot by “rescue soldiers”. Geeze, what
kind of a world do we have? Then a bunch of soldiers
(rescuers) were “wounded” while at least two were
slain. I don’t think much inconvenience has even
been inflicted on the hostage-takers (people
snatchers). In the night the PSs (people
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snatchers) snatched another 200 hostages. Now
they have more hostages than snatchers.
Meanwhile, the Philippine soldiers are outfitted in
Civil War (U.S.) equipment while the PSs have the
latest in arms, ammunition, grenades, launchers—AND
LAUNCHES (boats) available through the arms dealers
(CIA), in exchange for the bunches and bunches of
payoff money from the big snatch last year.
People, I’m really TIRED of this job.
I realize, however, that it is no better, even worse,
elsewhere, and one can witness the “final” efforts of
this bunch of “controllers” to finish off the globe in a
grand manner. Worse, we seem to be able to only
scrunch along with the snail-blobs, left behind by even
the turtles. BUT, WE DO KEEP SCRUNCHING
AND WE DO GAIN GROUND. WE WOULD BE
“THERE” LIVING BETTER EVER-AFTER IF
THERE WERE DECENT “LAWS”—BUT AGAIN,
OH, WELL. THIS IS GOD’S PLAN AND THERE
IS THE TRUTH OF IT—TAKE IT OR LEAVE IT.
ISRAEL
Wow, my sources tell me that we have an old
Jewish trick in play in Israel—especially seen in this
last “nightclub area” suicide bombing. False
information is flowing about it being a Palestinian
“thing” when no Jihad “person from Palestine”
would have been able to get even near that crowd
of nightclub visitors who were on “vacation” to the
seaside. This has been the modus operandi since we
have known the Elite Zionists—to do themselves in for
the sake of their “cause” which is obviously
Armageddon and a new Temple instead of the Mosque
on Temple Mount. THAT REQUIRES A WAR.
And doesn’t that “Jewish Israeli” temporary
“unilateral cease fire” tell it all as to “look how
hard we tried...”? The obvious is that it could
have only been “a Jew” who did this atrocious
and heinous act. Neither the Hezbollah nor the
Palestinians said they “did it”—THE JEWS
ANNOUNCED THAT THEY HAD HAD SOME
KIND OF A CALL INDICATING THE
PALESTINIANS. ALWAYS THE LIE—NO
MATTER WHAT THE HAPPENING.
So my prayer and my cry unto God and John
Ray: PLEASE DON’T LEAVE US, FOR
THERE ARE SO FEW OF US TO MAKE A
LOUD ENOUGH NOISE TO BE HEARD.
GOD, PLEASE ALLOW US THE GRACE AND
COURAGE TO KEEP ON KEEPING ON.
NEPAL
Well, there is a good one for you to consider.
When the news first broke of the “...Crown Prince
killing dead the King and Queen...”, before there
were facts (and who and where is Nepal, anyway)
the mind rushed to England upon whose empire the
Sun would never set—and the immediate perception
offered was “My goodness, the House of Windsor
has collapsed, this time for real.”

Then came the “Nepal” part of the tale where
the Crown Prince wiped out about nine of his
“royal” family and finally himself. This was a bit
harsh I would think—just because Mom and Dad
didn’t approve of his love life. I would think he
might be relieved to have not survived the attempts
to save his life after shooting himself.
Well, I josh because we certainly do know where
Nepal is and what a mess this can make of presenting
further chaos in an area of already massive chaos.
MOVING ON TO PERU
Oh where, oh where are the ones who can help
Peru? And just why is it important in this election
under way now? Well, Peru, for one thing, has several
“bases” for friends. Furthermore, the very original
documents, certificates and Los Angeles Consul
records of that which we HOLD, are THERE.
Mr. Fujimori’s departure from Peru and back
to asylum in Japan rests far more heavily on the
GAIA project than on Mr. Fujimori’s supposed
“bad intentions and naughty actions”.
How do we KNOW? Because of Madeleine
Albright. She has no reason to be asked or consulted
about the Peruvian election BUT THERE SHE IS BIG
AS LIFE WITH HER “UPLE” INPUT. (Uple is that
which follows any number above 3 as in quadr-uple,
quint-uple, etc. on a scale of one to ten. Ten-uple is
far greater exponentially than double as in “speak”.
This was very definitely a “speak” of greater than
double.) Yes, indeed, Maddie’s output was at least a
ten-uple. A better measure might be in the fog factor
of 1-10 as a measurement of “fog-speak” about 14.
She spoke and said NOTHING which is even more of
a concern, since there is no earthly reason she would
even be consulted for comment in the first place.
What does this indicate to US? That we are
making progress! When the Elite World Order
mattoids (an EIR term) are involved, you know it is
a purposeful and important take-over place under
siege. After all, Mr. Fujimori said he had to destroy
what was there in Peru so he could “save
democracy”, i.e., Peru. Commander wishes to look
into that a bit more closely when we have
opportunity to turn our attention in that direction.
OTHER THINGS IN THE PHILIPPINES
I note a question arising about nothing new from
ESJ for a while and, no, there are no negatives in
relationships but a difficult time of keeping connections
as in personal affiliation on any kind of a regular basis.
ESJ has been appointed as a Deputy Director of
National Security, and it is just better judgment to keep
us “both” out of the confusion factor.
It is more and more obvious that former Pres.
Ramos is THE controlling entity of this Arroyo
administration and we certainly don’t want anyone
else in confrontation with him. That is especially
true now that there is a public uproar to indict
Ramos for his own crimes of graft, plunder and
other crimes while he was in office.
My gosh, the central bank is having headaches
enough over what to actually do about GAIA—as
thousands of petitions are pouring into the
government to USE GAIA.
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The CB is working from a three-year-old possibility
of GAIA being a “possible-to-probable sham” of some
kind unrecognized, etc., dating back to the person, Rady
Conrado of pre-Manila days (for us) who also ran for
President in 1998, had a heart attack (mild) and
dropped out of the race in which Erap Estrada WON.
Imelda Marcos put her voters behind Erap
and thus Erap won by a LANDSLIDE. Now, it
appears Imelda and family are somehow again
backing Erap in his plight.
Anyway, I mention this because ESJ’s book was
certainly about the Marcos circumstances.
The point is, however, that what we don’t
know can’t hurt ESJ and what he knows, in this
instance, can’t hurt us.
It is that plan of Marcos/Reagan (snatched
by Bush’s New World Order) that holds the
interest, I would guess.
It is obvious that much of the wealth (currency and
gold) scattered into Switzerland and such NWO places,
has been squandered—as in stolen—and is GONE.
However, in many places where the NWO is just
now making tremendous inroads, as in Indonesia via
Mr. Kissinger (and Associates), there is still a possibility
of the “storage” being intact. Hence the immediate
impeachment and overthrow of Wahid and the
incredible scramble and confusion in Indonesia. My
goodness, what a show-and-tell—worse than in the
Philippines. However, if it gets too bad, Indonesia
being a Muslim state, I think it will be far more bloody
as to confrontation.
Then there is Papua New Guinea where there is
impending capability of salvaging what is there and
structuring some security for PNG, we are too short of
financing to even help the party make the trip to
present the paperwork agreements.
It costs as much to fly from Manila to PNG (one
way) as it does to go to the U.S.
We KNOW that some of that “stored” material
is still there in storage because the World Bank has
and is trying everything they can conjure and
manipulate to get that Bank privatized for nothing
more than a small loan from the IMF with the bank
as the “private” purchase prize—with the statement
being that the Bank of PNG is “worthless” and this
would be a good token of good intent and would be
managed out of Australia where we already know
the NWO controls it all as well as in New Zealand.
Ah, the queen and her court! Not to mention her
“Knights” in full-blown flag and bugle-blowing.
I often hearken to Green’s friend who stated,
about my work: “Crazy ramblings from an INSANE
MIND! My gosh, that was at least 12 years ago.
I do often wish this: That there were no truths to
the FACTS as have come to pass.
Oh, golly, John, PLEASE don’t leave us! If nothing
else, you present some reality to this program.
E.J. has the final proposal done for PNG, the
next presentation of it, for Mr. Genewa has worked
with them constantly through the Parliament and is
ready to go, except for funds to make the trip. He
is hoping, however, for some relief in a few days
and we can pray for that as well.
I can’t speak of other possibilities, for we are
monitored and I don’t mind the NWO monitors—
but I don’t like our old buddies who send
anonymous faxes and nasties on the Internet to

suit their egotistic self-interests.
I will say, however, that the publicity of
Bellringer’s interviews with Rick and Ed—along with
the follow-up—has ended up as more of a support
tool than an atomic bomb attack. This is not
because it “helped” but that we have outstayed, in
integrity and honor, the blasts against us. Are/were
those things COSTLY? Outrageously, for we had
several full-blown programs ready to start.
This “Phoenix” has had so many fires to put out
as to be all buried in the ash overload.
We note that Peru’s situation is being “a real
task for the Phoenix!” (to get out of those
ashes). You know, like the likes of all the help
from Maddy Albright.
We also pray for a long and durable life for Mr.
Mahathir of Malaysia (another Muslim country) almost
done-in by Maddy Albright and here co-puppets. And,
YES, people, we (including Rick and Charles) were in
Malaysia at APEC to witness that fiasco and
embarrassment. The U.S. delegation was one hotel
from ours, as a matter of fact, and the entourage of
armored vehicles was a total wipeout embarrassment
to us as U.S. citizens. Al Gore was so insulting as to
cause us to hide our faces in shame.
The New World Order MUST HAVE
SOUTHEAST ASIA to pull off its full takeover.
I would guess, however, that surely when the stuff
hits the big fan down South that other Muslim (Islamic)
people and nations will offer a hand.
I figure Indonesia’s ongoing plight is the reason
there are U.S. Marines by the thousands in these local
waters for “joint training” and NOT some CIA-directed
PSs. And, yes, indeed, we are very grateful that that
(U.S.) couple snatched was not us—although Palawan
is about the only place we would have considered safe
enough to visit for a weekend. This is a very good
reminder to follow instructions and STAY PUT.
I can hardly wait for people back home to have
a report of our “visit to the Philippines”. We do not
even have a camera, not one picture and our only
sightseeing is from the hotel window and am amazed
at HOW MUCH that actually has been. It is not
tourist sightseeing—but it certainly has been a
picture of life in the Third World mixed with
Makati’s U.S. Island called a “mall”.
I will say that the arrival of Year 2000 was a sight
to behold, where one of the major displays of fireworks
was less than a full block from us. So “out of the
window” was good. Nothing to breathe on New
Year’s Day, however, but hours of gunpowder from the
fireworks. 2001 was very subdued, as a nation was in
government overthrow and an Impeachment trial under
way while the nation was mourning as if bankruptcy
had struck. It was a sad Christmas as well.
But, this being a Catholic country, by majority in
this Northern Island, Christmas is wondrous. In
addition, the mall across our street is owned by a very
rich “Jewish” family so decorations are beautiful—even
to the avenue in front, Ayala. The name of the owners
of this entire Makati area is Ayala/Zobel.
They are, however, talking about shifting a lot of
their investments to Singapore as things get ever worse
here. The other major businessmen are Chinese who
will not go down easily. Taipan Tan, however, seems
to keep control of his empire—which is partially the
empire of one, Ferdinand Marcos. It was ALL
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Marcos at start-up and perhaps still is, depending on the
position of Mr. Tan (Marcos’ business partner).
I guess I must admit that it will be interesting
to see how this preposterous play ends! God
wins—but when?
I sit here in front of the next section of Secret
Societies and in bold print it reads: “In politics nothing
ever happens accidentally! If something occurs, you
can be sure that it had been planned that way!” This
is attributed to Franklin D. Roosevelt—and what does
that tell us about Pearl Harbor that is getting all the
motion picture play lately? It is sure that they have had
a plan to wipe us all out—for a very, very long time.
We also note that the push of the Holocaust is
in full swing again by the Hallmark Channel and
that even the 1.5 million Jews of the slave-labor
movement are going to be paid.
I guess my own question is that if 6 millions
Jews were killed (gassed) and so many more
have had prior reparations in compensation over
the years and now we have ANOTHER 1.5
million to receive “slave labor” back pay—HOW
MANY OF THEM ARE THERE?
I am reminded of Col. “Bo” Gritz in a phone call
to E.J. for Hatonn right after he had spoken with
George Green after Green went to Carson City,
Nevada and CLAIMED HATONN WENT WITH
HIM. Bo wanted Hatonn on that phone which was
obliged promptly on the speaker phone: Bo: “How the
hell many of you are there out there?” Cmdr.:
“ONE—just one! And, I am not with George Green,
friend!” Bo: “Well, thank God, Sir!”
My, there have been some heavy-duty things
along this journey.
I need to go now, for E.J. will be back shortly
from the E-mail trip and Erick is here to pick up some
things, including a cell phone that he had loaned us to
use. Erick has always had an earlier morning meeting
in Makati on Saturdays—and we had gotten used to
having him stop off for a hello around lunchtime. I
HATE POLITICS! It seems to ruin like a poison
blotch on everything it touches.
We are fine and I suppose it is obvious that we
have not had time for a vacation, although it reminds
me of our last 12 years for holidays—triple up on
the hours! I’m confident I can “blame” John Ray’s
plight onto time in front of that computer! I may
well be serious now that I think of it. We find that
low frequencies do come from the monitors of
regular computer setups, while none shows on the
laptops—according to readings on the measuring
instrument sent by Two-by.
I remember that John Coleman brought me “his”
“extra jacket” to wear while writing, to protect me
from the high-level blast. I gave it back to him when
he left but I’m sure there is something to it—having
been knocked out for some 45 minutes by a burst from
the one back home one day when Father Cleary was
there to put me back together again. Yes, indeed, this
has probably been a far more interesting journey than
we realize—EVEN in hindsight of some incidents. I
think John said the copper-infused wires in the coat
were like a “Faraday” cage or something which means
nothing to me then or now.
I won’t get started on that topic for which I’m
sure you are ALL grateful.
Love and our very best to each of you, E-E
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The News Desk
By John & Jean Ray
MEDICAL EDITOR RIPS INTO FDA
Wired News, 5/17/01
LONDON (Reuters)—The editor of a top medical
journal on Friday accused the U.S. Food and Drug
Administration, the world’s most powerful drug
watchdog, of endangering people’s lives.
Richard Horton of The Lancet said the FDA,
which safeguards the health of 274 million people
and regulates over $1 trillion worth of products,
was compromised by funding from the drugs
industry and pressure from Congress.
In an editorial, he slammed the FDA for its
handling of GlaxoSmithKline Plc’s controversial
bowel drug Lotronex.
The FDA approved Lotronex in February 2000,
but the company voluntarily withdrew it from the
market nine months later after the deaths of five
patients who had been taking it.
Senior FDA officials are now trying to
reintroduce it, Horton said.
“This story reveals not only dangerous failings
in a single drug’s approval and review process but
also the extent to which the FDA, its Center for
Drug Evaluation and Research (CDER) in particular,
has become a servant of the industry,” he wrote in
an editorial in the journal.
According to Horton, serious side effects were
evident during the pre-approval process and shortly
afterwards but the FDA kept the product on the market.
“The decision was to prove fatal,” said Horton.
The Lancet said scientists within the FDA who
raised concerns about the drug’s safety were sidelined
and excluded from future discussions.
An
independent review of research found serious flaws
but calls for more studies were ignored.
“That is where there has been a terrible failure in
evaluating the safety of this drug,” Horton told Reuters.
“The FDA is not only compromised because it
receives so much funding from industry, but because it
comes under incredible congressional pressure to be
favorable to industry. That has led to deaths,” he added.
A spokesman at the FDA said he could not comment
on the editorial but added that the agency was
formulating a response to the allegations.
The agency monitors the safety, labeling, import,
transport, storage and sale of food ingredients, drugs,
cosmetics and surgical supplies.
GlaxoSmithKline confirmed the company was in
discussions with the FDA but refused to discuss the
timing of any decision.
“We are in discussions with the FDA over
Lotronex,” spokesman Martin Sutton said. “Both the
FDA and ourselves are trying to find a resolution that will
benefit and protect patients.”
Lotronex was developed to treat irritable bowel
syndrome which can cause disabling bouts of
constipation, diarrhea, abdominal pain and bloating.
But soon after its launch reports of side effects such
as severe constipation and ischaemic colitis, a restriction
of blood flow to the colon, began to surface.
“It is an impossible conflict for safety issues to be

overseen by a center that receives funding from industry
to review and approve new drugs,” Horton added.
[JR: The drug companies are a favorite on Wall
Street and among investors. Good profits are
assured for all, given the influence the drug
companies have over Congress. The FDA’s approval
process has to be one of compromise since many
drugs approved are not researched independently. It
is an unholy partnership between government and
the drug manufacturers that overrides the safety
issues for patients. There are so many side effects
with these new drugs, one wonders if the cure is
worse than the ailment.]
NATO PLANS FOR KOSOVO HANDOVER
CNN News, 5/20/01
PRISTINA,
YUGOSLAVIA—NATO-led
peacekeepers said they will boost their presence near
a volatile Kosovo buffer zone before the final part of
the sector is handed back to Yugoslav forces.
The deployment, announced on Sunday, was made
in an effort to reassure residents and prevent an
exodus of up to 20,000 people.
NATO would not say how many soldiers would
be moved to the border of the buffer zone known as
Sector B on the Kosovo border.
But a UN refugee agency warned last week that
without effective confidence-building measures before
and during the Yugoslav troop deployment up to
20,000 people might flee from the zone.
The handover had been approved at NATO
headquarters in Brussels last week and is due to
take place on Thursday.
Details of the change were signed on Sunday in the
village of Merdare near the Kosovo border by both Serbian
officials and Lieutenant General Thorstein Skiaker, the
commander of the NATO-led peacekeeping force.
Brigadier General Kenneth Quinlan, the head of the
U.S.-run sector of Kosovo, urged the families who live in
the five-kilometre (three-mile) buffer zone to remain in their
houses when Yugoslav army and Serbian police forces start
moving into the last 20 percent of the zone.
Quinlan said the handover marked a
“significant step toward regional normalcy once
completed,” the Associated Press reported.
A Yugoslav military source said that more than
4,000 government troops have been deployed in the
zone so far, and up to 2,000 more are planned to
take up positions and patrol the last sector.
Serbia’s Deputy Prime Minister Nebojsa Covic was
reported by AP as saying: “The entry of our security forces
into the Sector B (of the buffer zone) is seen as a peaceful
operation with full protection of all citizens in the area.”
He warned that any hostility by local ethnic Albanian
rebels would be met with “adequate response” and offered
any amnesty for those handing over weapons.
More than 3,000 ethnic Albanians have already
fled the Presevo Valley in southern Serbia for
Kosovo amid fighting last week.
The agency, UNHCR, has warned that an exodus will
grow if the return of Yugoslav forces to the sensitive area

next to the Kosovo border is botched.
The area was demilitarised and NATOpeacekeepers moved in as part of a peace deal at
the end of NATO’s bombing campaign in 1999
against Serb-dominated Yugoslavia.
The zone was created to keep Yugoslav and
Serbian troops away from Kosovo.
NATO has been handing back parts of the five
kilometre (three mile) wide buffer zone to Yugoslav forces
in the past few months and all that remains is 20 percent.
[JR: When it appeared to the Macedonians that the
UN and NATO were unresponsive to the crisis growing
in Macedonia they acted quickly to take action on
their own. They formed an alliance with the Serbs and
created a coalition government to fight the Albanian
rebels and let it be known that they would not
become another victim for the Eurocrats in Brussels.
Had they not acted decisively Macedonia would have
been overrun and become another Albanian territory
run by the West. The UN has to pull back into
Kosovo to contain the rebel factions if only to
protect their image as a stabilizing force to maintain
the peace in that region. It also highlights the EU’s
inability to act responsibly to protect the smaller
countries that make up the Balkans.]
HIV’S INSIDIOUS PERSISTENCE
By Daniel Q. Haney, Associated Press, 5/6/01
Although drugs can stave off the virus that
causes AIDS, the virus can play a deadly
waiting game inside the human body.
Will AIDS ever be cured?
The latest research on the resourceful HIV
virus that causes the disease suggests a
disheartening answer: Probably not.
Just a few years ago, even some of the most
sober-minded researchers wondered if the end of AIDS
might be near. Perhaps the pills that miraculously changed
HIV from a death sentence to a chronic infection would go
the final step, they thought, eventually curing the infection
by purging every trace of the virus from the body.
Such talk quickly faded. The new drug cocktails,
amazing as they were, could not get rid of the virus. Even
if all signs of it vanished for years, HIV was still lurking
somewhere. Inevitably, it roared back as soon as people
stopped taking their medicines.
Ever since that realization sank in, finding HIV’s hiding
places has been the goal of a small group of researchers.
The fact that HIV is an insidious and resourceful
parasite is hardly a surprise. After all, AIDS researchers
already understand in lavish detail how HIV latches onto
human blood cells, how it oozes inside and kills them.
But no basic AIDS discovery in recent times
has proved so disturbing as the way HIV burrows
in for the long haul.
It has shifted the ultimate goal of AIDS treatment
toward something less ambitious. Since eradicating HIV
now seems so unlikely—although not everyone has given
up—many contend the next best thing will be somehow
training the body to control the virus.
Many of the insights come from the work of
Dr. Robert Siliciano of Johns Hopkins University,
who regularly tests the blood of about 50 Baltimore
AIDS patients, measuring the virus’ persistence
despite the best treatments.
“What HIV has done is tap into the most fundamental
aspect of the immune system, and that is its immunological
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memory,” he says. “It’s the perfect mechanism
for the virus to ensure its survival.”
Perfect because the virus lies silent inside cells that
are programmed to do nothing but sit and wait. They
are called resting memory T cells. Their only job is to
store a record of the germs they encounter, keeping the
body prepared for the next time it sees them.
These cells literally are the immune system’s memory,
so they must survive for a long time. Otherwise, we
would catch the same diseases over and over. HIV lies
inside these sleeping cells, dormant but dangerous. Siliciano
believes this means HIV infection will last a lifetime.
The memory cells do die off but ever so
slowly. At the rate he sees in his Baltimore
patients, it will take 73 years for them to go away
completely. He cannot imagine a way to speed up
the process, certainly not with the drugs now
available. This latently infected reservoir, as
scientists call it, is the single biggest obstacle to getting
rid of AIDS. None of this was obvious in 1996, the
dawn of the modem age of AIDS treatment. Doctors
watched AIDS patients literally get up from their
deathbeds after taking the newly available drug
combinations. Anything seemed possible.
Dr. David Ho of the Aaron Diamond AIDS
Research Center in New York City cautiously
speculated about eradicating HIV. If the drugs
stopped the virus from infecting more blood cells,
then the ones already loaded with virus would
eventually die off naturally, leaving the body virus free.
Perhaps this would take two or three years, he thought.
But in late 1997, another discovery made that
seem unlikely. Siliciano and two other teams
independently found the virus inside memory T cells.
They checked people who had seemingly been free of
virus for two years. Every time, they found fully
potent copies of virus inside their memory cells.
No one understood then how long these cells
would stay alive, although it was assumed it would
almost certainly be more than a couple of years.
“It was a sobering realization about the recalcitrant
nature of this reservoir,” said Dr. Anthony Fauci, head of
the National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases.
The next obvious approach was to try to
destroy these Trojan Horses.
Fauci’s team tried to “flush out the reservoir”, as
they put it. The idea: Intermittently feed the body
interleukin-2, a growth hormone that would make
these dormant memory cells awaken and then die.
The experiment seemed to go well. Doctors biopsied
patients’ lymph nodes and found nothing. They grew
hundreds of millions of their cells in cultures. Still nothing.
Finally, they stopped all treatment and waited. Within three
or four weeks, they had their answer. The virus came
back in every patient.
“We are not going to be eliminating this
reservoir,” Fauci now says.
“Whether you can measure it or not, doesn’t seem
to have a significant impact on the clinically relevant
phenomenon of what happens when you stop the drug.”
Nevertheless, scientists have learned much
about how the virus hides. HIV’s primary target
in the body is a kind of white blood cell known as
a cd4 T helper cell. The virus infects them,
hijacks their machinery so they manufacture more
virus, then kills them.
After they get infected, though, a few of these
helper cells become memory cells. HIV has
already stitched its genes into the cells’ genetic
code in preparation for making more virus. But

nothing happens. The cells go to sleep, virus and all.
All of this happens within the first days of an HIV
infection, even before the body begins to make antibodies
against the Virus. The number of cells involved is relatively
small, perhaps 1 million scattered through the blood stream,
the lymph glands and perhaps elsewhere.
Normally, the body kills HIV-infected cells. But
it misses these, because they look perfectly normal.
“The only difference between a latently infected cell
and its uninfected counterparts is a little bit of HIV
DNA,” says Siliciano.
This similarity also makes the infected cells almost
impossible to kill with any kind of targeted drugs. There
is simply no easy way to sort out the good from the bad.
Siliciano has been counting these cells in his
Baltimore volunteers for five years. The number
he finds in their bodies now “is essentially exactly
the same as they started with”.
MARKET BRACES FOR GOLD STOCKS FEVER
By John Synnott, The Sun-Herald, 5/20/01
The price of gold surged in the United States
yesterday, boosting the Australian dollar and setting
the stage for a local run by gold stocks when our
sharemarket opens tomorrow.
The precious metal leapt $U.S.13.80 to
$U.S.287.80 an ounce, pushing the Australian dollar
above U.S.53¢, which will further attract overseas
investors to buy local gold stocks.
Oil rose $U.S.1 to nudge $U.S.30, which will
give an added lift to the newly merged BHP Billiton,
following U.S. oil and gas share rises.
Gold’s 5 percent rise, its biggest gain in 15 months,
came as buying by speculators extended a rally fuelled by
reduced supplies. Production cuts in America and South
Africa have reduced fears about oversupply of the metal.
But nothing prepared the market for the explosion
yesterday after the London market had closed.
“After 27 years in the industry, it doesn’t quite
smell right,” fund manager Leonard Kaplan said.
He said there was no similar activity in silver,
platinum, the U.S. dollar or interest rates.
Macquarie Bank gold analyst Paul Carter, who
predicted gold stocks were coming back to favour
after four years in the wilderness, said futures
trading was behind the rally.
“If the rally holds it will flow through to price
rises for gold stocks,” he said.
Macquarie expects gold giant Normandy Mining (now
$1.18) to move up to $1.50, Newcrest ($4.46) to $5.50
and Lihir (88¢) to $1.20. However, the higher gold price
is unlikely to dramatically fuel further foreign takeover
activity, according to John Reynolds, an associate director
at Johnson Taylor Potter stockbrokers.
Experts predict the sharemarket tomorrow
should rise around 15 points, but say it could rise
40 points if international investors chase Australian
gold and cyclical stocks.
Macquarie Funds Management’s Peter Mouatt
said the gold sector was a much less influential part
of the sharemarket now, comprising only about 1pc
of the benchmark All Ordinaries index.
“This is a bounce back after the gold price was
weakened by central banks selling off their
reserves, and speculation over the prospect of
slightly higher inflation,” Mr. Mouatt said.
The Australian gold industry accounts for 65,000
jobs, plus $4billion a year in export revenue.
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COMMENTARY ON THE NEW WORLD ORDER
By Doug McIntosh, gold-eagle.com, 4/23/01
It’s only fair since the term is tossed around so much
I tell you what I think it is. My explanation may not be
the one you expect, but then I’m eccentric and proud of
it. The idea of the New World Order goes back, way back
into the mists of history. The idea is simple: a few people
get together and figure out a way to screw the rest of the
people on the planet. Now is that a great definition or not?
OK, the modern term comes from that bastion of mental
stability called Adolf Hitler. In fact, the terms “The Third
Reich” and “The New World Order” are simply extensions
of the same idea. The Third Reich was Germany; the
New World Order was the rest of the world ruled by
Germany. Now, no member of the Trilateral
Commission or whatever will admit any linkage with
Nazi Germany, but those are the recent historical facts.
I have no intention of being derailed into discussions
about ancient history, the Masons, Illuminati and the like.
I don’t care. I’m merely interested in the current
expression of an old idea that has been carefully planned
and executed for generations. If you argue there has
been a systematic effort, conspiracy if you like, to gain
global control, I won’t argue with you. Certainly, one
can look at the history of America and see the pawprint
of the globalists in specific acts, laws and situations.
No doubt the Federal Reserve, Income Tax, United
Nations and numerous unconstitutional foreign treaties
all represent the New World Order in action.
However, my main focus is the year 2000. What are
the global oligarchs up to right now?
First, exactly who are these oligarchs who would
reestablish the middle ages and turn us all into serfs and
slaves? I have no idea. Lenin once commented he would
only need 300 people to overthrow Russia, and I think he
was right. The oligarchs at the top are very, very few
and we have no idea who they are. Nor do we even
suspect who they are. The people in the Trilateral
Commission, The Council on Foreign Relations and those
who go to Davos, Switzerland are high and mighty to us
peons. However, they are mid-level flunkies and toadies
to the real leaders who are never seen in public and are
content to pull the strings from behind the curtain. In
fact, there may only be a dozen of them at the top of the
food chain. Maybe even fewer than that I think. At any
rate, the people we associate with the New World Order:
the Kissingers, Powells, Soros and the like are mid-level
managers of a global enterprise bent on dominating
everyone and everything on Earth. Well paid flunkies
to be sure, but flunkies just the same.
If I don’t have any idea who the real Wizard of Oz is
behind the New World Order curtain, I’m more sure of
what they plan for us and why they plan it. Actually, I do
know who is the real power behind the New World Order
is. His name is Satan and the New World Order is simply
the physical expression of his original spiritual rebellion.
Fundamentally, this is why I’m not worried about the New
World Order. It will be crushed by what we call God in
our finite language. Anyway, the reason the New World
Order wants control is because they are dedicated to a
single idea. The idea being it is their right to rule us peons.
It used to be called Divine Right and was claimed by kings
and monarchs. Why is it their right to make us slaves you
ask? Silly, silly serf: it’s their right to rule us because they
say it is and have the power to do it. They have planned
their eventual triumph for many, many generations. Like
the famous quote about climbing mountains, “because it’s
there”, they want us slaves because that’s what they do.
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The New World Order is the logical result of evolution and
Darwin’s theory: survival of the fittest. Personally, I call
it survival of the sneakiest, but I’m biased. Morality has
no function in the New World Order you see. The idea
is they rule us for their benefit. They screw us because
they can. They screw us because it’s their birthright.
They are predators and we are the prey. The why of
the New World Order is brutally simple. It’s about
power. It’s about who can accumulate the most toys
during their tenure on planet Earth. And if innocent
people get hurt or killed in their power-mad games to
gain power, fame, wealth and status, what do they
care? It’s about them and not about the rest of us.
Now that we have some idea of why the New World
Order wants to make us slaves, exactly what will they do
and how will they do it? The what is also very simple.
The NWO is an oligarchic (rule of the few) group which
means to control all spheres of human conduct with two,
three or four dominant corporations, groups, parties or
entities beholden to the system which put them in charge
of their individual area. A pretty simple idea really. Fleece
the sheep with the help of the sheepdog and then send a
large portion of the profits to the corrupt shepherd. The
current system is rigged to provide payoff to the elite in the
form of status, money, power and fame. The mere fact
the Elite rules us is a form of payoff for their depraved
egos. There is a certain type of human being who derives
pleasure from controlling other human beings. This control
of others is their sexual orgasm and reward for playing the
game. I imagine at the very highest levels of the New
World Order this power orgasm must be quite intense.
At least this is my opinion after having come in contact
with numerous junior-level power-mad flunkies. A free
thinker like myself really, really enrages them since
they can’t control me. People in charge hate a smart
aleck, but they really despise a smart, smart aleck.
A common mistake is to confuse the New World
Order with a specific political system, say Capitalism or
Communism. In reality, the NWO is apolitical and is
merely interested in looting a country using whatever
political system in place. This fact is verified using what
I call the limo test. No matter what country, political
system or continent involved, the top one percent elite is
recruited by the global NWO and given fancy cars to drive
around in. The goal of the NWO is to loot whatever
natural or human resources a country has for the economic
benefit of the global economic elite. Isn’t it interesting that
Russia, the so called “worker’s paradise” and America, a
capitalist country; both South American and African military
dictatorships all have one thing in common? Regardless of
their supposed political and economic differences, all of
these countries’ rulers have allowed all political, economic
and cultural power to be seized by the top 1% of the
people. Whether we are talking about a military
dictatorship, a Western democracy or a communist state,
the results are the same worldwide. The local elite is
bought off by the global Elite. The local elite screws their
own people in return for the crumbs the global NWO sends
their way. It’s really the medieval feudal system perfected
and modernized for the 21st century. The NWO global
Elite gets access to a specific country’s natural resources
and buys off the locals. If the locals aren’t willing to be
bought off, they are killed and replaced with someone more
pliable. The global NWO gets the loot and the local leaders
get the Mercedes Benz limos, the IMF loans, Swiss Bank
accounts et al. As for the common people, they get very little.
A brilliant and effective system for those at the very top.
Understanding the medieval feudal system gives us an
overview of the NWO. You have the few kings at the top
along with their court hangers-on. The court hangers-on

correspond to the government, military and corporate blob
used to maintain control. Followed by the Lords and
Nobles and their retainers, corresponding to our media,
educational and corporate elite. Then there is the guild and
crafts, which correspond to our middle class and skilled
workers. And finally, there is the rest of us, the vast
majority of people who are serfs and affectionately called
“human resources” in NWO lingo. The more things
change, the more they stay the same. If you get nothing
else out of this essay get this: The New World Order seeks
to reestablish the Middle Ages with it various classifications
of people permanently locked into their place. Their place
is at the top and our place is at the bottom. They get the
wheat and we get the chaff. The NWO simply seeks to
reverse the Magna Carta, American Constitution and all
labor, health, environmental and religious law. The recent
Senate Bankruptcy Reform is a prime example of this. The
Senate in all their corrupt glory decided to reestablish the
debtor prison system made famous by Charles Dickens.
It should be obvious the NWO needs to maintain belief
in the status quo among the world populace, otherwise the
95% would rise up against the 5%. Now, there are all
kinds of theories about how they do this: ranging from
mind control, brainwashing, implanted chips, biological or
chemical agents. Hmmm. I’ll pass on all those and stick
with the simple ones of mass communications and
propaganda. Maybe they are beaming high frequency
waves at us with subliminal instructions. I just don’t think
they need to do that when they control all the radio and
television stations, magazines and newspapers. The only
communications the NWO doesn’t control is the Internet
and the talk radio, yet. For a while longer anyway. But
enough for one essay on the New World Order. Next time
I will explore propaganda and cultural control and how the
NWO uses it to maintain the status quo.
DOOMED DOLLAR LOOMING
By Jay Taylor, gold-eagle.com, 5/29/01
Watch the Dollar for an Indication of Doom
On March 6th and 7th there was a meeting of top
Russian Politicians, Bankers, Economists held in
Moscow. Sponsored by an agency of the Russian
government, its focus was entirely on the U.S. economy.
The conference attracted some 200 investment
bankers, scholars, diplomats, economists and members
of the Russian Parliament. The two main concerns
addressed at the conference were the following:
1) If the U.S. economy crashes, how does the
rest of the world keep from crashing too?
2) Given the ever more obvious weaknesses in the
U.S. economy, what can Europe and the industrialized
world do proactively to achieve a measure of independence?
The Russian conference, which of course was not
even mentioned in the U.S. press, is just another example
of a growing awareness around the world that something
is terribly wrong with the global economy and that an
overvalued U.S. dollar is at the heart of “this something”.
Interestingly, the manipulation of the U.S. gold markets
by the Fed and Goldman Sachs, and Robert Rubin was
openly discussed at the Russian conference by the
distinguished scholars who participated in the conference.
Ironically, the scholars at the Russian conference appear to
have a more clear idea that the U.S. economy is in trouble
and why, than do establishment U.S. analysts who seem to
know less about free markets than do the Russians.
Someone is telling our media not to cover the Goldmanipulation story. After Ron Insana covered it initially
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when Bill Murphy launched GATA, the U.S. press has
marginalized any of us who stand up for GATA on the
merits of its arguments. I think that may be about to
change, but for now, the merits of the GATA case are
simply not being given the light of day in America, though
it is being given growing levels of credibility overseas.
The problem is that the U.S. dollar is by DESIGNED
DEFAULT, the only currency in which international
reserves are allowed to flow. And the sicker the
currency and the American economy gets, for now at
least, the stronger the dollar gets. That the dollar has
gotten so far overvalued has, of course, enabled the
bubble economy to develop, which I believe has only
just begun to unwind. The stock market in my view
has miles and miles to descend before this bear
market is over. This could all have been avoided if the
U.S. had followed an honest monetary policy constrained
by some adherence to the discipline of a Gold Standard
or at least a quasi Gold Standard. Such a quasi Gold
Standard may have worked to a great extent, if Clinton
folks had not sought short-term political and economic
gains by rigging the price of gold. But they did, and now
because of the enormous amount of credit/debt expansion
during the Clinton years, we face the gravest economic
downturn since the Great Depression.
The Euro, is a political currency rather than a currency
that sprung into being from spontaneous market forces, so
in my view, its future is very doubtful. The Japanese Yen
is not suitable for a reserve currency because the Japanese
economy remains in depression. (By the way, printing
money did not do a thing to lift the Japanese out of
depression.) Some other currencies like the Swiss Frank
might be a good alternative except that it is simply too
small to act as a world reserve currency. If gold were
traded in a free market, gold would be the best option for
an international currency, but since powerful forces who
want to print money for their own benefit are in control,
namely the U.S. government and more significantly the
banking industry that owns and controls our government
have trashed gold, we are left with the U.S. dollar.
Had gold been permitted to rise vis-à-vis the U.S. dollar,
that would have taken away the ability of the Clinton
Administration to pro-actively manipulate markets for their
short-term economic and political gain. So, given the proactivist ideological bent of the Democratic Party, when the
international economy was threatened by the Mexican,
Asian, Russian, Long Term Capital Management and Y2K
problems, they acted through the Exchange Stabilization
Fund to rig the price of gold to lower and lower levels,
and thus remove the only currency that could have kept
the bubble economy from developing—and thus the
catastrophic decline that we now face taking place.
So now we face a global Kondratieff winter which
Ian Gordon believes will be as great or greater than
the economic downturn of the 1930s. But the longer and
further out of equilibrium the global economy spins, the
scarier it gets to allow the markets to self adjust.
So how the Bush Administration, which is
ideologically more pro-free market comes out on this
matter remains to be seen. Perhaps we may learn more
soon depending on how Reginald Howe’s anti-gold price
fixing lawsuit is handled by a Boston Federal court.
In theory, an overvalued currency should self adjust
because its overvaluation will price its exports out of the
world market. The currency should then decline to the
equilibrium point. But strangely enough, as the U.S. trade
deficit has gotten worse and worse, to the point now where
it is over $1 billion per day, the dollar has gotten stronger
and stronger. This has been the case for at least three
reasons including: 1) An absence of any viable alternative
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to the dollar except gold, 2) The concerted and clandestine
effort on the part of the Clinton Treasury and powerful
banking interests to trash gold by manipulating its price
lower and lower vis-à-vis gold and 3) by massaging
productivity numbers to lead the world to think investments
in the U.S. were far more profitable than they in fact
were and are. All three of these factors have resulted
in an enormous flow of foreign investment into the
U.S. such that this demand for dollars created to buy
U.S. investments has more than offset downward
pressure resulting from declining exports.
The bankers do not care that declining exports are
resulting in a declining manufacturing, mining and farming
industry in the U.S., because they are making tons of
money via their investment and funding activities which
grow as long as dollars are being created out of thin air.
And the ability to continue printing dollars without an
adverse repercussion has been dependent on the
false premise about the strength of the dollar that
the Clinton Administration pro-actively fostered.
THE DOLLAR DILEMMA
AND PEERING OVER THE ABYSS
But now, with declining profitability for American
companies, it is becoming increasingly obvious to the world
that Emperor Clinton was wearing no clothes, not only
literally when with Monica in the Oval office, but also
figuratively in the sense of productivity numbers. How can
it be, if U.S. industry was so enormously productive and
with American consumers still spending like mad, that
corporate profits are plunging? The answer in part is that
as a result of mountains of printing-press money, mal
investment has taken place such that huge investments were
made in foolish endeavors, the dot-com companies being
the best example. But also, As Richard Russell noted, we
have simply produced too much of everything. This
was made possible only by creating the illusion of a
strong dollar by the manipulative practices of the Clinton
Administration as discussed above and by printing money
under the pretense that doing so creates wealth.
If Greenspan were to do what he should, namely
return to an honest monetary policy by switching off
the printing presses, and allowing gold to rise, the
stock market would spin out of control on the
downside. So predictably, he has responded by
speeding up the printing presses while at the same
time, investor attitudes about gold are being
manipulated by the arranged (bogus)
announcement of Putin’s gold sale last week.
But printing money only creates a bigger problem,
because it is at the very heart of the mal investment and
oversupply problems that have gotten us in this mess in the
first place. Printing-press money has resulted in the
most overvalued stock market since 1929.
The bankers could get away with printing money and
profiting from that activity as long as they could convince
the world that somehow the U.S. had an ability to produce
things more efficiently than other countries and that what
we produced was desperately needed around the world.
But now that that myth of American investment
superiority is being laid to rest, running the printing
presses at overtime may begin to bring the same results
printing money has brought every other country
throughout history, namely 1) rising levels of price
inflation or 2) lost confidence in a currency, depression
and debt repudiation or 3) a combination of 1 and 2.
Economic forces can be defied for a while by
manipulative forces, but at great cost. The Clinton
Administration has really mucked up our markets for its
own political gain. We are now going to pay a huge price
when the enormous amount of debt created during the

Clinton years, is unwound during the next Kondratieff
winter. Speaking of the Kondratiff winter, in our June
2001 issue, we will be conducting an update interview with
Canaccord broker Ian Gordon. He will tell us where he
thinks we are now in the 60 to 70 year Kondratieff cycle.
Be sure to keep your subscription so you don’t miss Ian’s
latest view. Not only is it fascinating material, but it
could be life sustaining not to mention highly profitable.
If Ian and others like Ravi Batra are correct, we are
now peering over the abyss into an economic decline
that will be at least as severe as that of the 1930s.
So you have not heard anything of a doom-and-gloom
nature on CNBC lately right? I am assuming as a
subscriber to J. Taylor’s Gold & Technology Stocks you
will not wonder why this gloom-and-doom view is not
expressed in the major media, and I assume you will not
believe it can’t be true BECAUSE it is not being addressed
in the major media.—Jay Taylor, Editor of J. Taylor’s Gold
& Technology Stocks; http://www.miningstocks.com
THE FED AND GOLD
By Craig Harris, gold-eagle.com (Editorial), 5/25/01
There has been much speculation lately and
allegations levied by GATA and others that the Central
Banks have been involved in a scheme to suppress the
price of gold. To date, the mainstream financial press
has written this off as an absurd idea generated by a group
of pro-gold extremists. One of the biggest criticisms from
the financial press has been motivation... why would
the FED conspire to suppress the price of gold?
I’d like to address that criticism in simple
understandable terms, so that anyone will be able to
comprehend what is occurring in the market...
So... Why would the U.S. FED and other Central
Banks conspire to suppress the price of gold?
George Soros, one of the most revered investors of alltime has generated many interesting and insightful quotes...
one that I always think of is “markets influence events they
anticipate”. What does that mean though? What it means
is that when the market anticipates a future event, it causes
movements in the market that ultimately affect the outcome
of the future event. I could cite many many examples of
this behavior but the one close at hand is inflation and gold.
After last Friday’s 5% rise in the gold price, guess what
the buzz was from the financial news media? “Gold is up...
people must be worried about inflation.” When gold rises,
the expectation of inflation rises and ultimately inflation itself
will rise to fulfill this expectation. An example of how
this might happen would be that if the price of gold rose,
investors would take positions that they expected to do
well in an inflationary environment. One such action
might be to buy the CRB index... the result of this action?
A higher CRB index and higher commodity prices,
then higher future inflation. So, that’s motivation
number one. A low gold price reduces the
expectation of inflation and thus actual future inflation.
Reason number two involves our fiat currency system.
Our current money evolved from trading something of value
for something else of equal value. Over time, confidence
in this system has allowed the Central Banks to take
something of value (a paper currency backed by a tangible
asset... i.e. gold) and slowly and deliberately reduce its value.
It’s a Central Bankers dream to be able to print all the paper
money they want, without affecting the price of real
tangible assets. If the Central Banks can print money with
reckless abandon and the price of some benchmark tangible
value... say... gold... were to stay low, wow, that would
be great wouldn’t it? So, this is motivation number two.
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To artificially inflate the value of an intrinsically worthless
product (paper money) vis-a-vis tangible valuable assets.
Motivation number three is very straightforward.
For many years now the Central Banks have been selling
their holdings of gold. Everyone knows about that. The
reason they are doing that is reportedly because gold is
no longer of any value as money. It is imperative that
the Central Banks have widespread acceptance of this
idea in order to effectively float a fiat money system. If
gold was rising as the Central Banks dishoarded, well then
that wouldn’t inspire much confidence in the Central
Banks or in the fiat money system. On the other hand,
if the price of gold stays low as the Central Banks sell,
it’s much easier for the public at large to accept the
notion that a fiat money system will work just fine and
that they are, in fact, doing the right thing by selling gold
reserves. So, that’s motivation number three.
Motivation number four is a higher order motivation.
In order for the success of the fiat currency system,
there must be no real alternative to paper money for the
storage of wealth. If you can create that environment,
then as a Central Banker you can create all the money
you want just for the cost of paper, ink and electricity
and it will be just as valuable after you ship the next
truckload of it as it was when the last truckload went
out. By suppressing the price of gold, which historically
has been the benchmark of value between paper assets
and real assets, you can perpetuate a global fiat money
scheme where the Central Banks can create as much
money as they want without serious repercussions.
This essay wouldn’t be complete without discussing
the tremendous motivation of the Central Banks to
understate inflation. The U.S. government uses the CPI
index to keep track of inflation. The higher the inflation
level, the more money they pay out in interest on bonds
and in cost-of-living increases for government recipients of
all types that are indexed to inflation. Fractions of a
percentage point are worth billions in this arena. There is
a tremendous motivation to not only keep inflation low, but
to have low levels of inflation show up in
government statistics.—Craig Harris, President,
H a r r i s Capital Management, Inc. CTA; http://
www.harriscapitalmanagement.com; bcharris@gate.net
SO WHY BUY GOLD?
By Craig Harris, gold-eagle.com, 5/30/01
During my previous essay, “The FED and Gold” I
outlined the Central Banks motivation to suppress the price
of gold. Since that time I have received a lot of email,
many of which ask the question, “So why buy gold?”...
which is an excellent and obvious follow up question.
I’m going to try and answer that question
here, and I will attempt to explain it in easy to
understand terms as I did in the previous essay.
So why buy gold?
Ultimately, in a “free market”, supply/demand forces
determine the price of an asset. Markets can be (and
are) manipulated for periods of time, but ultimately the
price will seek its natural level. You can think of it as
markets constantly seeking this natural price...
manipulation defeats this natural price-seeking
mechanism. A good recent example of that was the
Sumitomo Copper Scandal. In the end, market forces
and not a market manipulator won, and that has been the
case with manipulated markets throughout history.
Now obviously the Central Banks are in a different
league than Sumitomo, but it doesn’t matter... the
point is that manipulation becomes harder and harder
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to pull off the longer it lasts, because you (the
manipulators) are swimming against the tide, fighting
harder and harder against market forces.
Many factors enter into the price-seeking equation
including perception, market psychology and the herd
mentality. It may be difficult to convince people that
gold is a good opportunity now, but after the price rises
investors will become more and more anxious to buy.
Market psychology is a funny thing. We’ve all heard
that you’re supposed to buy low and sell high, yet that
is the exact opposite of the herd mentality. The herd
sells low and buys high... it’s always been that way
and it likely always will, unless we can fundamentally
change human nature. As an investor, if you are
selling low and buying high you better put some
money aside for the tent you’re going to be living in.
Now I’ve thought a lot about the question: “Why
would you buy gold if you believe that the Central Banks
are keeping the price artificially low?” I mean there are no
bigger forces than these guys. The answer lies in the fact
that the majority of traded gold is derivative gold.
There is only so much “real” gold available, and most
of that gold is already spoken for in that it has
already been sold forward or leased out. The claims to
physical gold are finite; the claims to gold via derivatives
are not. So with that I’ll expand on why I like gold.
As I said above, Central banks cannot create gold.
The fact is that there is only so much physical gold in the
world. Central banks have been large net sellers for several
years. At some point, Central banks gold reserves will not
be a significant force in the gold market because they
won’t have enough to make a difference. They can
however, trade in gold derivatives, and they can sell and
lease gold they don’t physically possess in the derivative
markets, but ultimately they have to buy it back... which
reminds me of the old Wall Street short sellers axiom: “He
who sells what isn’t his’n must buy it back or go to
prison.” In other words, short sellers in the derivatives
markets eventually have to buy to offset their short
positions. We might find ourselves in a situation where the
“longs” in the derivatives want physical delivery of gold,
but the “shorts” do not have the physical metal to deliver.
That is the making of a short squeeze. Panicked sellers
buy back their short positions, while the counter parties
(the longs) do not sell because they want physical
delivery (of something that doesn’t exist). The last major
metals’ short squeeze occurred in the silver market
during the infamous Hunt brothers fiasco. You’ll see that
very clearly on the 100-year silver chart. (Editor’s Note:
On January 17, 1980 silver soared to $50/oz.)
While I don’t know for sure when the Central
Banks will lose control of the gold market, I am
convinced that it will happen eventually... it has to.
This could happen tomorrow or it could happen years
from now—and it wouldn’t surprise me either way.
Another interesting aspect of this equation is that the
entire physical gold market is now extremely small (and
getting smaller) in comparison to the money markets and
currency in circulation. (Editor’s Note: $1.2 Trillion trades
daily in the FOREX.) A small shift in market psychology
would overwhelm the gold market with more dollars
chasing gold then there is physical gold to buy.
The cost of production of gold acts as a price floor.
Below the cost of production, smart producers don’t hedge
(producer hedging is accomplished by selling forward
anticipated future production at a specific price, and then
covering the position by delivery of physical metal). Also,
below the cost of production, output tends to drop off
dramatically. Marginal producers go out of business or shut
down. With the cost of production of many mines around

$265 an ounce, just recently we saw this level act as
a strong base... producer hedges were unwound
(by buying), etc. So, the Central banks have
forced gold close to the cost of production—and I
would contend that the price can’t be sustained below
the cost of production for any length of time.
Recently, we have heard reports of China buying gold
with their massive hoard of U.S. dollars which accumulates
monthly due to the huge U.S. trade Deficit with China. If
China alone were to adopt a policy of trading their U.S.
dollars for gold, first of all there wouldn’t be enough
physical gold for them to do that, consequently it would
cause a huge jump in the price of gold, putting tremendous
pressure on the U.S. dollar. So, China could be an
important part of this equation—and personally I can tell
you that I think it would be imminently wise for China to
do just that. If they are smart, they are quietly doing this
and these reports we’ve been reading are true.
Gold lease rates have been tightening and the contango
in the futures markets is narrowing. This behavior is just
what we saw as the white metals (platinum and palladium)
took off. In modern times, lease rates have become a
proxy for price. Until the pressure becomes severe, often
we see lease rates rise to absorb the pressure due to the
shortage. These are the signs that professionals use to tell
them that something is changing... the infamous gold carry
trade is becoming a lot less profitable and more dangerous.
I’ll end by saying that I’m not a technician and I don’t
claim to have any magical forecasting ability. I don’t claim
to know that gold is imminently about to rise in price...
furthermore, I’m not a “goldbug” or a gold-obsessed
person, as I trade many markets. I do however feel that
the gold market is very interesting at this time... the price
is low, and in my opinion the market is being manipulated.
Indubitably, we have all the right ingredients in place for
gold to seek its natural free market price, valued as a
commodity, as an industrial material, and most
importantly as a store of wealth (i.e., money).
Sooner or later CBs are going to have a big
problem on their hands. Artificial price manipulation
of any kind ALWAYS has an ugly ending.—Craig
Harris, President, Harris Capital Management, Inc. CTA;
http://www.harriscapitalmanagement.com;
bcharris@gate.net
THE LAST TRAIN OUT
By Reg Howe, gold-eagle.com (Editorial), 5/31/01
Because Rick made the last train out of Paris, he lived
to fight another day, and in the interim provided grist for
a great movie, Casablanca. Those were years when
prescient men and women all over Europe were running
for the proverbial last train out, sometimes just a few steps
ahead of the Gestapo. Some made it, as in The Sound of
Music. Some did not, among them Natalie Jastram Henry
in Herman Wouk’s The Winds of War. Some chose to
stay in place and await their fate. But most only dimly
understood, if at all, the historic currents about to redirect
their lives. Only later did they appreciate that of all the
trains then chugging over the Continent, some were vehicles
of escape to freedom and life while others bore their
passengers to unbelievable depravity and death.
It is human nature to think that tomorrow will be
much like today, that history progresses in a more or less
linear fashion. Great discontinuities boggle the mind. My
friend Adam Hamilton has just written a piece, “Gold
Prepares to Erupt”, comparing the current monetary and
investment climate to ancient Pompeii just before its
immolation by the eruption of Mount Vesuvius. Adam
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concludes: “We are now observing initial pressureblowoff warning signs in gold, and the great
financial lessons of history coupled with the
immutable laws of free-market economics ensure
gold is preparing for a spectacular price eruption.”
Market or volcanic eruptions are notoriously difficult to
predict. The forces that lead to them, however, are
somewhat easier to observe. Anyone interested in gold who
has not yet read Frank Veneroso’s presentation at the
GATA conference in Durban on May 10, 2001, should do
so at once. Gold speaks primarily through flows of
physical metal, gold prices in various world markets, lease
rates, and general conditions in the gold mining industry.
Frank is almost certainly the world’s leading authority on
gold flows, including the huge amount of gold that central
banks have recklessly loaned out over the past decade and
that now represents an alarmingly large short physical
position overhanging the world financial system.
In recent months my commentaries have been limited
by the demands of my litigation against the gold-price-fixing
cabal. Last Friday government lawyers for Paul O’Neill,
Secretary of the Treasury, and Alan Greenspan, Chairman
of the Federal Reserve, dropped on me some weekend
reading consisting of reply briefs they want to file in
response to the opposition that I filed to their motions to
dismiss. I understand that the Bank for International
Settlements may also move for leave to file a reply brief.
These reply briefs, which are not allowed as of right, come
more than five weeks after I filed my opposition. In the
appellate courts, reply briefs that are allowed as of right
must usually be filed within two weeks of the
principal brief to which they respond. So I ask
myself: What has suddenly prompted this urge to file
reply briefs? Is it just the government moving at its
typical glacial pace, or is something else going on?
On Saturday, May 26, GATA chairman Bill
Murphy received a second letter from Lawrence B.
Lindsay, Assistant to the President for Economic
Policy, and generally regarded as President Bush’s top
economic adviser. While Bill has not revealed publicly
the exact contents of the letter, he has revealed its
date: May 30, 2001. A postdated letter from the
White House strikes me as a bit unusual.
These strange emanations from Washington may be
nothing more than government doing what it does best:
chasing its own tail. But they could reflect some more
rational purpose that cannot yet be fully discerned. Over
the past few weeks, amidst talk of a Gold Syndicate taking
on the Gold Cabal, the gold market has displayed a
decidedly different and more bullish tone. Rumor has it that
the Gold Syndicate includes the Chinese, Middle Eastern
interests and George Soros, who apparently plans to make
another billion dollars at the expense of the Bank of England.
Certainly, there has been increased media coverage of
GATA, much but not all of it generated by the conference
in Durban. Lease rates have displayed unusual volatility and
inversions. The possibility of a delivery squeeze on the
COMEX June gold contract looms ever larger.
Given the fundamentals of the current international
financial picture, gold looks ready to resume its historic role
as the financial asset of last resort, the only financial asset
that is not another’s liability. All these recent straws in the
wind sound like the gold train blowing its whistle and
preparing to leave the station. When it does, the dollardominated financial world we have come to assume will
change forever. Its great hero, Alan Greenspan, will take
his rightful place in history alongside John Law. Don’t
miss the gold train. It is one train that even my FJ1200
superbike can’t catch.—Reg Howe; http://
www.goldensextant.com; row@ix.netcom.com
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The Destruction Of
Our Children’s Minds
(PART 7)
SATAN’S DRUMMERS
THE SECRET BEAT OF EVIL—
“SATAN IS ALIVE AND WELL”
BY SANANDA
“dharma”
PHOENIX JOURNAL #9 (1989)
CHAPTER 13
REC. #1 SANANDA
TUE., NOV. 7, 1989 7:00 A.M. YEAR 3, DAY 083
Let there be peace, for I am with you. Esu Sananda
present to finalize this portion. Satan’s drummers? Oh,
yes, there is a drum-beat, a cadence, a pulse rhythm to
Satan’s march. It is loud to the extreme, chaotic to total
confusion, repetitious and absolutely geared to the mind
acceptance. The physical will turn from the cacophony of
chaos into the inner subconscious state of shocked
withdrawal—then, the words, suggestions and instructions
are poured forth in unclouded clarity. Just as severe
physical trauma causes a body to withdraw into shock and
memory loss, so does terror and pain cause the same
withdrawal. Evil is practiced in all methods and manners
of destruction to a being.
SOME OF SATAN’S DRUMMERS
VENOM, JUDAS PRIEST, MEGADEATH, KISS,
SLAYER, KING DIAMOND, OZZIE OSBOURNE,
ROLLING STONES, BLACK SABBATH, IRON MAIDEN,
MERCIFUL FATE, AC/DC, METALLICA, LED ZEPPELIN,
DEADROCKERS AND ETC., ETC., ETC. (Your babies
and children can finish the above list for you.) Oh,
you don’t know what I mean? GO TO YOUR
LOCAL MUSIC ALBUM DISTRIBUTION CENTER
AND YOUR MUSIC VIDEO OFFERING PLACES.
It is most interesting to note that some public
persons and some parents went to battle over the lewd
filth and degradation of this music and what resulted is
as follows: Anything with pornographic, criminal or
whatever else “mundane” material accepted as
undesirable, must now be labeled as dangerous. All of
your above groups who call themselves Heavy Metal or
Acid Rock “musicians” fell into this classification.
What has happened? As of five days ago the
announcement came forth in the casual manner that only
news broadcasters can perform: “The labeling has had a
dual effect—the labels must be printed on the album cover
but record sales are being recorded by purchasers who have
never before purchased this type of music.”
IN OTHER WORDS, GET THIS BOOK BANNED
AND TWO-THIRDS OF YOUR POPULATION WILL GO
UNDERGROUND AND THROUGH ILLEGAL
MEASURES TO OBTAIN IT! IT IS THE SAME WITH

MAKING A LAW AGAINST BURNING OF A
NATION’S FLAG—IT TAKES ON FAR MORE
IMPORTANCE TO THE ONES WHO WILL BURN
THE FLAG ANYWAY. YOUR LEADERS KNOW THIS
TO BE TRUE BUT THEY CAN “APPEAR” SO PURE
AND WHOLESOME, WHILE THEY BIND YOU A BIT
TIGHTER. AND FURTHER, YOU DEMAND,
MARCH AND GO TO ALL LENGTHS TO FURNISH
THEM WITH THE BINDINGS. SO BE IT.
Let us look at something for a moment—hopefully,
without judgmental impact prior to reading. I shall ask
Dharma to bear with me while I repeat a news item from
a major news press journal. Dharma had never heard of
this entity until we began this Journal and she has some
nine children and nine grandchildren. HOW MANY
OTHER PARENTS ARE IN THE SAME
EMBARRASSING SITUATION AS SHE? THE FATHER
IN THIS INSTANCE KNOWS EVEN LESS!
Headline: SATANIST OZZY OSBOURNE
BACK IN THE U.S.S.R.
This will be a direct quote, please, so do whatever you
need to do with your little “ ”s.
“In 1968-69, in the United States and other Western
countries, the institution of large-scale ‘outdoor rock
concerts’ was invented, to siphon off growing ferment
among youth angered by the Vietnam War, into a direction
that would be favorable to the Aquarian/New Age
movement and not threatening to the power of the liberal
Establishment. Woodstock was the paradigm of this.
Now, in 1989, with mass ferment growing throughout the
East bloc, in reaction to the collapse of the economies and
the shortage of food and the moral-political bankruptcy of
the Communist system, the highest circles of the Soviet
KGB are repeating this operation.
“The most recent example, was an Aug. 11-12
weekend extravaganza in Moscow’s Lenin Stadium,
attended by 100,000 ‘rock fans’, and watched by a
reported ‘tens of millions’ on Soviet television. Throughout
Western Europe, newspaper headlines of the event read,
‘WOODSTOCK 1969—MOSCOW 1989’.
“As astonishing as the sheer numbers, was the identity
of the performers. They represented the dregs drawn from
Western ‘heavy metal’ rock groups, typified by the burntout alcoholic, druggie, and Satanist Ozzy Osbourne, who
is famous for having bitten the head off a bat on stage.
“Preposterously, the Lenin Stadium event was
advertised as a benefit to raise money to fight drug and
alcohol abuse in the Soviet Union and the United States.
The deranged Osbourne even gave a ‘press
conference’ in Moscow, a photograph of which was
published in the U.S. Army’s Stars and Stripes daily.
“Some of the proceeds of Ozzy’s benefit are
already earmarked for organizations that are known
fronts for the Soviet KGB.
“It is a convenient fiction, nurtured by the CIA, the
KGB, and the British intelligence, that the ‘outdoor rock
concerts’ are a form of ‘Western cultural penetration’ of
the U.S.S.R. encouraged by Gorbachev’s ‘glastnost’ and
‘reform’ policies. And, indeed, for many years, the Soviet
Communist Party maintained the propaganda line that rock
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n’ roll was the ‘imperialist’ equivalent to ‘moral AIDS’;
now, this propaganda has been dropped.
“But the truth is, the drug-rock counterculture
is and always has been an operation against
Western civilization, run by the same Establishment
crowd cozying up to the Soviets—and, as such, its
principal beneficiary is the Kremlin.
“Embracing ‘heavy metal’ rock gives the KGB
new possibilities of ‘play-back’ into the West.
“As for Ozzy Osbourne, the aim is also to rehabilitate
him after the damage done by the Schiller Institute’s attacks
on him in Western Europe and the United States. In
Sweden, Switzerland and elsewhere, Osbourne concerts
this year have been disrupted by anti-Satanist citizens’
groups. At least one Osbourne concert was cancelled.
More recently, until Aug. 6, 1989, Osbourne was in the
United States, on a national tour that included the states
of Maryland, New York, Pennsylvania, Michigan,
Illinois, Indiana, Kentucky, Iowa, Minnesota, Arkansas,
Kansas, Oklahoma, Texas, and others.
“On Aug. 13, speaking in Moscow, ‘heavy
metal’ rock promoter Doc McGhee complained
that, ‘Tipper Gore (Senator Albert Gore’s wife)
and everybody else (sic) said Motley Crue and
Ozzy Osbourne were these Satanic-cult bands. We
want to show the world how concerned they are.’
“McGhee himself promotes ‘heavy metal’ rock
concerts as ‘anti-drug’ events, as one of the conditions for
probation for his past role in a marijuana-importing
scheme. Evidently, McGhee is himself hooked on some
powerful mind-altering substance, perhaps provided by
friends in Communist China. On Aug. 14, after the
Moscow concert was concluded, he exclaimed: ‘The next
rock concert will be in Tiananmen Square. We know a
million people fit in there—if you take out the tanks.’
“The Lenin Stadium extravaganza was introduced
by Genrikh A. Borovic, head of the official Committee
for the Defense of Peace and the brother-in-law of
General Valdimir Kryuchkov, head of the KGB. In
the week that the Lenin Stadium event was taking
place, the latest edition of the Soviets’ international
New Times publication was reaching the West,
featuring an interview with General Kryuchkov. He
called for closer collaboration between the KGB and
Western intelligence services in the areas of drugs,
nuclear proliferation and nuclear terrorism.
“Another top promoter of the event was Anastas
Mikoyan, a scion of the powerful Mikoyan family, and
name-sake of the late Soviet Foreign Trade Minister
Anastas Mikoyan, one of the crucial Soviet powerbrokers of this century.
“Several other rock stars have been in Moscow
during August. According to the International Herald
Tribune, one important visitor to Moscow in the days
preceding ‘heavy metal’ weekend, was top ‘Trust’
agent Armand Hammer of Occidental Petroleum.
“Whether Hammer was involved in financing (or
performing in?) the Lenin Stadium extravaganza, there is
no question the Satanic festival has to be seen in the
context of U.S.-Britain-U.S.S.R. ‘condominium’
arrangements. One publicized ‘surprise guest’ was Jack
Matlock, the American ambassador in Moscow, who
drew considerable publicity some months back when he
had an unprecedented private meeting with KGB head
Kryuchkov. According to press reports, Matlock was
wearing a shirt, with the words, ‘Just Say No’ written
on it.” [S: This last statement I desire you look at
most closely, since this article originated in Russia.]
“That is the insipid ‘anti-drug’ message invented
by Nancy Reagan, a believer in magic and
astrology—and a close friend of Armand Hammer.”
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Oh, you who become picky; I suggest you RUSH to
the nearest lyric counter and get the words to the noise
and drum-beat of these “songs” these groups sing.
Further, pay attention—your own children will tell you,
“KISS is not a Satanic Group; they have that name
because one of the group, Paul Stanley, likes to kiss
everybody”. Nay, it, K.I.S.S., stands for KNIGHTS IN
THE SERVICE OF SATAN!… The “kissing” statement
came from a teenaged child (K.W.) in Toledo, Ohio.
He continued with some enlightening information:
“O.K. Look, you say that Satanists sacrifice people and
animals, right? Well, what do you think the ancient ones
did, and what about the Aztecs? They all worshipped
GOD—and they also made sacrifices. Humans and
animals. Now, you tell me the differences of today.
As it says in the Bible, we are all brothers.”
I have no wish to be more advertising of one group
than another, but here is another article from a “trade”
paper regarding the ones you refer to as the
Rolling Stones. This was with pictures and a great deal
of wondrous hype and honor unto this group:
“SATANIC ROLLING STONES
BEGIN U.S. TOUR”
Again, understand that I only quote, for this scribe
is just about sick of this document—and I will not allow
personal responsibility of this projection to be dumped
upon my scribes and publishers. I judge not—perhaps
you might become a bit discerning, however.
“Philadelphia: The Philadelphia appearance was
the first in a tour that will hit 29 cities in the United
States and Canada between now and January 1990.
“This group, more than any other, pioneered the
overt Satanism which pervades today’s rock concerts by
introducing such songs as Sympathy for the Devil in the
60s and the hit album, Their Satanic Majesties Request.
The Stones are equally well known for headlining the
mass concert in Altamont, California in the late 1960s in
which it is well remembered that a man was
murdered by the Hell’s Angels motorcycle gang
during a performance of Sympathy for the Devil.
“The media buildup for the concert (Philadelphia)
overshadowed anything devoted to a presidential campaign
in the week before the election. Print media has devoted
tens of thousands of words to the Stones, referring to
them constantly as ‘Their Satanic Majesties’.
“The New York Daily News tabloid accorded the Stones
a ten-page spread in their weekend edition, and 4-5 pages
daily. TV and Radio blasted Stones songs for weeks—
indicating no lack of enthusiasm after two decades.
“56,000 people piled into Philadelphia Veterans Stadium
for opening night. Two-and-a-half-million watts of sound
shattered the air as the Stones appeared on a 150-foot-high
set designed to resemble a crumbling city.
“According to Stones production manager, Michele
Ahern, the set is designed as an indictment of
contemporary society, presenting a scene of industrial
decay with catwalks, gray girders and black nets towering
over the stage. The Stones’ performance was designed to
satisfy the multi-generational audience, with songs from
every period of its history and a featured performance of
the notorious Sympathy for the Devil.
“A lot of the members of the audience at this concert
were between the ages of 40 and 50—a testament to the
hold which the cultural hedonism of the sixties still has on
the population. Law enforcement authorities termed the
crowd well behaved, since no murders were committed
during the performance, and only 40 people were injured
in fights and other mishaps.”
THE ABOVE WAS PRINTED AS A ‘RAVE’ REVIEW!
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JUDAS PRIEST
Dateline Sept. 1, 1989:
“(Aug. 24): The British heavy-metal rock group Judas
Priest, and its distributor, CBS Records, are being sued in
Reno, Nevada, for their role in the suicides of Raymond
Belknap, 18, and his friend, James Vance, 20, on Dec. 23,
1985. (Belknap died shortly after shooting himself, while
a badly-disfigured Vance lingered on for three years.)
“The two young men, after spending six hours listening
to Judas Priest’s Stained Class album, went to a church
yard to commit suicide. The album contains the repetitive
subliminal message, ‘Do it. Do it’.”
Here is a letter sent in to a “personal column”:
“Hello. My name is XXX. I’m 13, and I’ll be 14 in
October (’89). I’m very, very interested in a magazine
which was passed out at our school about Satan being in
the schoolyards. I’m from a small town called Argos, Ind.
“I used to be really interested in Satanic worshippers
until I read this magazine. I listened to very heavy acid
rock music all the time, like Metallica, Led Zeppelin and
Ozzy. I used to pray to Satan to get raped and other
things. The only reason why is because I’m still a
virgin, and I thought that was the only reason to lose my
virginity and if I got pregnant, I wouldn’t get into
trouble. It would be nice if lots of schools would pass
out this magazine because I know a lot of kids my age
who don’t know what to do.
“Thank you if you would print this letter or
send me a reply...”.
NO COMMENT!
Dharma, please now print the letter from the R.N. in
Wisconsin. This portion is a reply to an editorial in a rather
small Wisconsin publication called Wisconsin Report. These
quotes can all be verified at your library.
LETTER OF SUPPORT TO EDITORIAL: “ROCK
MUSIC, ESPECIALLY HEAVY METAL, CONTRIBUTES
TO POISONING THE MINDS OF OUR YOUNG PEOPLE”
“Dear Virginia,
“After reading your editorial comments in the
September 28 issue of the Wisconsin Report as well as
Peggy Cuddy’s letter regarding rock music, I am writing
to add support to the view that rock music, especially
‘heavy metal’, contributes to poisoning the minds of our
young people. As a registered nurse working in a treatment
center for disturbed adolescents, I see first-hand the
damage this music and lifestyle does. Not only is the loud
discordant rebellious beat objectionable but the music forms
an addiction so the young person desires to continually
listen to it. This causes them to gravitate toward the
philosophy of the music—a philosophy of hate,
rebelliousness toward authority, anarchy, violence, sex,
death and drugs. This music listened to by a depressed
teen is like pouring gasoline on a fire as it makes the
depression worse. Some of this music involves occultic
themes, and promotes suicide and Satanism.
“I urge everyone reading this to go to various record
shops and ask the salesperson to direct you to the ‘heavy
metal’ section of the store. The grotesque images, death,
blood, gore, sex, occult images, and desecration of
Christian symbols is predominant.” [S: Please allow me
to add, however, lest there be confusion—the
desecration is toward all accepted sects of “goodness”—
the Jewish faith is most hard hit of all, in actuality.]
“How can anyone not know, even after viewing the record
jackets alone that, something is wrong? The same goes for
videos, movies and TV. Take a good look at the selection
of “thriller” films available for rent, showing rape,
mutilation, gruesome murder, satanic and occultic rituals

and every barbaric practice known. What does it take for
people to wake up and see the damage this is doing?
Many of the young people I work with will never be
mentally healthy. It’s too late. The damage has been done.
Most of the other mental health professionals I work with
do not even address these issues as contributing factors.
I’ve heard them tell concerned parents, ‘Don’t over-react.’
They look at the rock music as a means of expression and
it would be wrong to deny teens this mode of venting their
feelings! We read the police reports showing evidence of
satanic involvement they see as they go into the bedrooms
of teens who have attempted suicide. Reports of walls
plastered with favorite heavy metal rock stars, books on the
occult and satanic paraphernalia are found—but nothing is
done about it because many do not take it seriously,
calling it ‘just a phase’. Trying to educate these kids
to the dangers of this activity often just makes them
retreat into further secrecy. Even after sharing the
lyrics of the music—and the lifestyle and philosophy
of these rock stars—often parents will remark, ‘What
does it hurt? We had our music when we were
young!’ There is such a profound blindness!
“When we shop for food to nourish the body we want
the best. We reject rotting produce, moldy bread and
spoiled meat, because common sense tells us that
contaminated food can cause illness or poisoning, yet when
it comes to feeding the mind, so often choices made for
entertainment involve illicit and violent sex, profanity,
murders, crime, blood and gore. As a result,
people’s minds become ill and so does society.
“Many buy rock music tapes and concert tickets for
their children with these demonic themes filled with hate
and rebellion or turn a deaf ear to the music and pretend
not to see! There are often no restrictions on what is
viewed on videos, movies or TV. When kids end up with
emotional problems parents wonder why and spend a fortune
for a ‘cure’.” [S: I would insert here that I suggest you
really look carefully at the predominance of advertising
on your TV—it deals with hospital and projected
“cures” for alcoholism, drugs etc., etc.!—So be it.]
“Not all parents can be blamed. Some do care and
teach their children right from wrong. Peer and social
influences can be intense. There are those strong-willed
children who are more difficult to raise than others. Even
in the best family environment there can be problems, but
without loving, consistent parental involvement and
without strong family values, there is little hope.
“Mental hospitals are filled with young people who are a
lost generation because so many have not cared enough to
protect them from feeding on mental garbage. Now society
must pay the price while many continue to wonder why!”
This was signed: A WISCONSIN R.N. I am a bit sorry,
for I would like to give her great credit, however, that
would be most unsafe for her well-being. I do, however,
honor her greatly and make acknowledgement herein.
One more on this subject, Dharma, and we shall move on.
AMA LINKS ROCK MUSIC
TO SATANISM AND DRUGS
The following is self-obvious:
“Titled Adolescents and Their Music and produced by the
AMA’s Group on Science and Technology, a report counsels
physicians who treat teens to be aware of the connection
between rock music, especially heavy metal, and anti-social
behavior. The study was published in the Sept. 22-29, 1989
Journal of the American Medical Association (JAMA).
“‘One aspect of the adolescent environment that has
been a source of concern… has been the role of rock
music, specifically its lyrics’, says the report. This
concern has been enhanced by the ‘violent and sexual
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content’ of rock videos. Heavy metal, which
‘features a loud pulsating rhythm and abounds with
lyrics that glorify hatred, abuse, sexual deviancy
and occasionally Satanism’, is especially disturbing.
“Although extremely conservative—it concludes that
there is no scientific proof that rock has deleterious effects
on behavior—the AMA report performs a useful function
by citing numerous studies which have implied a causal
relationship between teen fascination with rock music, and
participation in drug use and other destructive behavior.
“The study warns that ‘evidence, although
anecdotal’, exists which suggests that teenagers heavily
immersed in the heavy metal subculture, ‘may be at risk
for drug abuse or even participation in Satanic activities.’
“As evidence, it cites several murders which ‘have
been correlated with a fascination for heavy metal
music’, including the case of the ‘Night Stalker’, serial
murderer Richard Ramirez who left Satanic slogans and
symbols at the site of his crimes, and ‘was said to be
obsessed with the heavy metal band AC/DC’.
“It also refers to a number of studies which link rock
to drug abuse and pre-marital sex. One such study found
that 60% of drug-dependent teens named heavy metal as
their first choice of music, ‘leading the author to suggest
that such music is associated with and may promote
destructive behavior in susceptible teenagers’.
“Another, on the effect of music television (MTV),
found that 7 th- and 10 th-graders, after watching more
than one hour of certain music videos, ‘were more
likely to approve of premarital sex’…. Another
concluded that violent music videos ‘desensitized
viewers to violence immediately after viewing’.
“Perhaps the AMA’s most shocking finding is that,
between the 7th and the 12th grades, the average teenager
listens to 10,500 hours of rock music. This is just
‘slightly less than the entire number of hours spent in the
classroom from kindergarten through high school’.
No wonder there has been such an explosion of
Satanism, drug use and suicide among adolescents!”
No, Dharma, I am not going to answer your questions
in this segment. First you ones must face that which is
already projected for your attention. We can only touch
on a piddling few and even at that, most ones will bore and
lay aside or move onward to something less accusative or
titillating. This hits on every person alive and on all your
children. Perhaps all I shall ever do is show you how it is,
that you might better understand “how it will be”! Amen.
I request a break at this point. I wish to discuss and
project a thought on a most popular little game you have
running around your children’s playroom, DUNGEONS &
DRAGONS, before we turn to the “beyond games and into
reality of practice” games man now seems to enjoy so very
much. It seems most illusive for parents to be able to face
that which has entered the lives of all, especially the young.
It is banned to give a child in a crib a toy with buttons and
yet you have no restrictions what-so-ever on the choking
bits and pieces which poison the only thing your child has
in reality—his mind! So be it. A break, please.
I AM SANANDA

games for hidden content and impact. The game of
“DUNGEONS & DRAGONS” is especially good for
critique, for it is noted as a Satanic game.
This, too, will be quoted in full that it can be
verified. I give appreciation to ones A. Chaitkin
and E. Corpus. Dateline: August 11, 1989.
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Dharma, let us make it clear from the onset of this
chapter that we are singling out this particular game, for it
carries with it such obvious messages. There are others
which could be discussed in depth but this will suffice for
our needs. You ones must learn to look within even your

I. A LOOK AT THE GAME
“Remember… that goodness has no absolute
values. Although many things are commonly
accepted as good (helping those in need, protecting
the weak), different cultures impose their own
interpretations on what is good and what is evil….”
“Remember that evil, like good, is interpreted
differently in different societies….”
“Curative and healing spells can have no effect
on a dead character—he can only be returned to
life with a raise dead or resurrection spell….”
“A spook spell enables the wizard to play upon
natural fears to cause the target creature to perceive
the spellcaster as someone or something inimical….”
“Animate Dead (Necromancy)…. This spell creates
the lowest of the undead monsters—skeletons or
zombies—usually from the bones or bodies of dead
humans, demi-humans, or humanoids. The spell
causes existing remains to become animated and obey
the simple verbal commands of the caster….”
“A geas spell places a magical command upon a
creature (usually human or humanoid) to carry out some
service, or to refrain from some action or course of
activity, as desired by the spellcaster…. While a geas
cannot compel a creature to kill itself or to perform acts
that are likely to result in certain death, it can cause
almost any other course of action. The geased creature
must follow the given instructions until the geas is
completed. Failure to do so will cause the creature to
grow sick and die within 1d4 weeks (sic).”
“Control Undead (Necromancy)…. At the end
of the spell, the controlled undead revert to their
normal behaviors. Those not mindless will
remember the control exerted by the wizard….”
“The finger of death spell snuffs out the victim’s
life force. If successful, the victim can be neither
raised nor resurrected. In addition, in human subjects
the spell initiates changes to the body such that after
three days the caster can… animate the corpse as a
ju-ju zombie under the control of the caster….”
“Trap the Soul (Conjuration/Summoning)…. This spell
forces the creature’s life force (and its material body) into
a special prison gem enchanted by the spellcaster….”
“When a power word, kill spell is uttered, one
or more creatures of any type within the spell
range and area of effect are slain….”
You have just read some of the rules in the Advanced
Dungeons and Dragons Player’s Handbook, 2nd Edition
(1989). The book’s cover invites “players, ages 10 and up”
to “enter a world of fantastic role-playing adventure”.
The publisher, TSR Inc. of Lake Geneva,
Wisconsin, producer of the game Dungeons and
Dragons, will stage a kind of Satanic games fair in the
Mecca arena in Milwaukee, August 10-13.
Approximately 10,000 participants, aged 10 years and
up, are expected at the event, known as Gen Con.
Some players will appear in occult or pornographic
costumes—a prize will be awarded. Some will be stoned
on drugs. From 8 a.m. to midnight, for four days, the
“D&Ders” will play fantasy roles under the control of
Game Masters. The elements of the fantasy scenarios
date back as far as the occult fakirs of ancient
Babylon, with added new technologies of manipulative
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mind control developed during the post-World War II
period. The object: to strip participants of their
human sympathies and human identity.
The formal logic of Dungeons & Dragons, played by
over three million in the U.S.A. and Europe, is as
follows: Any number of persons (with fantasy character
identities) enter a “dungeon” (predetermined group of
rooms and corridors) that contains a treasure, there to
duel against monsters, hostile inferior races, and other
characters to retrieve the treasure and emerge alive.
Equipment ranges from simply paper and pencil, up
through elaborate computer software.
Players, typically beginning involvement in their early
teens, must align their emotions with fear and
degradation, violence, sadistic sex, torture and pain, and
suicide and death. As the game consumes more of their
time, they are isolated from contact with family and
peers. The family’s loyalties and values, and the child’s
self-control are attacked and altered in favor of allegiance
to the “Dungeon Master”—often a schoolteacher or
older teen—who rules over the multiple deities and
gods, necromancy, magical spells, incantations and
curses, the sorcery and mysticism of the ages.
As more and more deranged child-players have died
from suicide and have murdered family members and
friends, Dungeons & Dragons has been banned from a
number of schools and has come under increasing attack
from concerned religious and child-welfare groups.
Beyond these shattered lives, perhaps the
community’s gravest immediate concern should be
whether the Dungeons & Dragons game could be
used as an entrance point into hard-core Satanist
groups, such as the OTO, or “Ordo Templi Orientis”.
D&D game clubs intertwine everywhere with
proselytizing Satanist and witchcraft organizations,
linked together by occultists’ computer networks such
as BaphoNet and Wierdbase. If only one in 10,000
young people per week are successfully recruited to
criminal pedophile circles, that is 300 minds lost, and
countless children abused and murdered.
II. THE ORIGIN
In preparing for a battle—whether it is to stop the
brainwashing of children or to repel an armed invasion—
it makes sense to know who the enemy is, and why he is
attacking you. Despite the growing controversy about
Dungeons and Dragons, no one has yet printed a real
history of the game, or even the smallest biography of the
mysterious E. Gary Gygax, D&D’s original promoter.
Published sources say that Gary Gygax, assisted by
personal friends, invented the game and first sold it in
1974, through his TSR Hobbies, Inc. Gygax is no longer
with TSR; in a 1985 power struggle, he lost control of the
company to Lorraine Williams, granddaughter of
newspaper syndicate boss, John Flint Dille.
In his 1987 book, Roll Playing Mastery
(Putnam, New York), Gygax tells of three separate
sources for the idea of Dungeons & Dragons:
* * The use of role-playing in clinical
psychotherapy, a widespread practice in the
“Aquarian Revolution” of the 1960s.
* * Military conflict-simulation—through which think
tanks such as the Rand Corporation helped direct the
Pentagon away from “traditional” to “utopian” military
thinking of the Robert McNamara variety.
* * Military miniatures gaming, i.e., playing with
toy soldiers. Gygax credits British author H.G. Wells
as the ultimate father of D&D—through Wells’
1913 book Little Wars—describing an elaborate
game world with fights between tin figures.
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There is no biographical data in Role Playing Mastery,
not even the usual blurb on the author. Magazine articles
about Gygax call him a retired insurance salesman and shoe
peddler, simply an enthusiastic hobbyist, dreaming up spells,
racial archetypes and elaborate modes of murder.
In his Mastery book, Gygax describes his work in a
sophisticated mid-1960’s Stanford University project:
“of the conflict simulation sort, and with a bit of military
miniatures. As I recall, it was labeled the Ad Hoc
Committee for the Reconstruction of WWII—a massive,
fairly chaotic effort using the energies of several
people plus computer assistance. I participated in the
role of the Chinese Communist commander.”
“… I proceeded to acquire books on the history,
culture, agriculture, politics, and literature of China…. Of
course, I bought maps, military histories, and even
writings of Chairman Mao—the person I played in the
game. At the same time, I tried to learn about the
economy and who and what the so-called Nationalists,
my opponents, were and their resources in thinking,
manpower, weapons, and what have you.”
In a recent telephone interview, Gary Gygax told us
that the Stanford war-game simulation was run by six
people, none of whose names he remembers; that he
doesn’t remember what agency sponsored the Stanford
affair; and that all records relating to it are lost.
He did recollect that he founded the International
Federation of War Gaming in 1967, several years before
the invention of D&D. This involved some 600 computer
war-game specialists nationally. He could not remember
anyone who worked with him in that organization!!
While Gygax played Mao, another Stanford University
experiment developed theories and methods of thought
control which would aid the game designers of the 1970s
and 1980s. “Artificial intelligence” researcher K.M. Colby
created several models of computer-simulated paranoid
neurosis, the “Artificial Belief System” for which he was
named Research Scientist in 1967 by the National Institute
of Mental Health, with Pentagon agency backing.
The idea of the Colby-Stanford project was to imitate
human insanity, in order to induce it, or manipulate it, for
military or “social” purposes. Expert judges from the
American Psychiatric Association could not distinguish
between teletyped dialogue with actual human paranoid
patients, and dialogue with Colby’s program.
The artificial intelligence work has been applied to the
study of both robotics and brainwashing by Pentagon subagencies, including the Office of Naval Research, and
“linguistics” experts at the University of Wisconsin.
In our exclusive interview, Gary Gygax boasted
of a family background of more interest than that of
most Midwestern insurance underwriters. He claimed
that the Gygax family moved in 200 B.C. from
Thessalonika, Greece to Switzerland, where today
there are four Gygax castles centered around Berne.
As our discussion ranged across time to the magicians
of the Persian empire, Egypt, etc., it became clear
that the lore and practice of the occult could well be
a living family tradition with Mr. Gygax.
Frederick Gygax was the Swiss consul general from
the end of World War II until the mid 1950s, while the
Swiss- and New York-based Allen Dulles was forming
the U.S. Central Intelligence Agency. Consul Gygax
was extremely guarded in a recent telephone interview
with us on the Gygax family, but he acknowledged
the fame of a cousin of Gary Gygax, U.S. Admiral
Felix Gygax—who held the curious position of naval
attaché in Switzerland before World War I.
Another political curiosity in the family is Gary’s uncle,
Eugene Burdick, the author of the anti-war thriller Fail-Safe
and The Ugly American. Burdick taught at the University

of California until 1965, after lecturing for a time at the
Naval War College. Here is the leftist Military Expert,
teaching rules of “little wars”.
* * * * *[S: I AM TRULY DISAPPOINTED
IF YOUR MIND IS NOT RACING 500 MILES
PER HOUR. WHY WOULD YOUR MILITARY
HEADQUARTERS BE A “PENTAGON”?
WASN’T YOUR CURRENT PRESIDENT HEAD
OF THE C.I.A.? ISN’T YOUR PRESIDENT A
MEMBER OF THE SKULL AND BONES
SOCIETY? AH, SO—’TIS A GOOD GAME OF
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS AFTER ALL.]
III. WAR AS A GAME
Gary Gygax confirmed our tip, from a former TSR
executive, that Gygax was deeply involved with another
firm, the Avalon Hill Game Company of Baltimore, Md.,
before he set up TSR for Dungeons and Dragons. Gygax
says he designed a game called Alexander the Great for
Avalon Hill; perhaps this was simply family history.
According to the Avalon Hill chairman, Eric Dott, his
game company has done military-simulation exercises for
“colonels and up” in the defense Department. Mr. Dott
absolutely refused to be specific about the nature of these
exercises, or if they were of a classified nature.
Sources close to TSR say that, “The government
was suspicious of Avalon Hill—they saw them as
knowing things they weren’t supposed to know.”
Eric Dott explained that “The FBI and the Secret Service
have come around asking questions several times.”
There are a number of reasons for counterintelligence inquiries about Avalon Hill:
The games they produce, played at popular
weekend gaming conventions, involve large numbers
of U.S. military personnel, both officers and enlisted
men. What are they being recruited to do?
Even apart from Dungeons and Dragons, the typical
role-playing game seen in current hobby shops involves
an unbelievably horrible post-nuclear holocaust nightmare
world. The mental life of the gaming genre is a perfect
conduit into OTO and Satanism generally.
Asked about the political-military outlook of Avalon
Hill, Chairman Dott said, “We’re pretty much all
conscientious objectors here.” Here, the “peacenik” who
brings young people into fantasy race-wars and everyman-for-himself bloodbaths, gives conflict-simulation
exercises to the Defense Department!
When H.G. wrote Little Wars in 1913, humanity faced
a New Dark Age in the impending world war. Wells
proposed that strategic planners engage in fantasy war
games as a healthy alternative to a major conflict. Wells—
called the real father of Dungeons & Dragons by inventor
Gary Gygax—placed no value on human life. He merely
proposed a more expedient route to the New Dark Age.
A recent article by a top Pentagon “expert” illustrates
how deeply New Age delusions have penetrated American
strategic thinking. Charles A. Whitehouse, now Assistant
Secretary of Defense for Special Operations and Low
Intensity Conflict, was formerly U.S. Ambassador to Laos,
Undersecretary of State for Henry Kissinger, a regional
chief of the Operation Phoenix assassination program in
Viet Nam, and founder and chairman of the
“preservationist” Piedmont Environmental Council in
northern Virginia. He once directed a State Department
project to guide public opinion away from blaming either
Communist China or the CIA for dope sales in Viet Nam.
Writing in the newsletter of the Reserve Officers
Association, Whitehouse lays down the rules for the new
era of “U.S.-Soviet reapprochment”. The “distortion” of
the U.S.-Soviet rivalry is now over, he claims, allowing
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us to see clearly the “threat” the U.S.A. faces in the
Third World. Those poor countries, not the
Communists, should occupy our strategic planning.
He proposed an increased emphasis of “deception,
stealth and guile” to win the new-type wars.
Whitehouse, like Gary Gygax, would teach from
the Communist Chinese model: “Mao had only three
rules that governed relations between his guerrillas
and the Chinese people: All actions are subject to
command. Do not steal from the people. Be neither
selfish nor unjust. Simple, yet effective, and the kind
of ‘art’ that makes low-intensity conflict work…. We
forgot these lessons as we focused our attention on
‘big’ wars. It has been nearly 50 years since the
Marine Corps issued the Small Wars Manual….
Perhaps it is time… for a new Small Wars Manual.”
Ambassador Whitehouse executed countless
persons in Operation Phoenix, and is fascinated by
the honesty and selflessness of the Communists.
Rest easy. The conduct of national affairs is in the
hands of the fantasy game masters.
********
I will ask that you please take note of recurring
persons, i.e., Henry Kissinger, etc. It might be
good if you went back and reviewed SPACEGATE and SPIRAL TO ECONOMIC DISASTER.
I am not going to linger longer on the foregoing
subject. It speaks for itself. Further, I hear the protests
coming forth: “Well, everyone doesn’t fall prey to the
darkness of this game, or the metal music—you have no
right to go on in this manner or quote such antiquated
material.” True—very true; however, look around at
your society and determine how long you can go on
in this manner of existence! So be it and Selah.
Dharma, just add one last thing—quote from
the notice posted regarding the August 10-13, 1989
Gen Con games fair:
“Be advised: This is not simply some mindless
amusement, such as a Space Invaders video game.
Dungeons & Dragons, the fantasy role-playing
game, has already resulted in numerous child
suicides and related murders.
“This is brainwashing, carried out under the control of
“Game Masters”. It is designed to break a person’s selfcontrol, loyalty to family, and sympathy for human life.
“Further warning: Dungeons & Dragons clubs function
in an environment of computer interlock with groups
practicing Satanism and witchcraft, whose objectives
include the recruitment of children as sex objects.”
So, come on in and see if you can outwit Gen Con!
I guess my case rests regarding this “silly”
little child’s game. I knew that all you good adults
and parents knew all about these things…. Dharma
just needed typing practice!
Close this portion, that we might move on into the
really wondrous world of Satanic games and secrets for
you ones who are now mumbling about the boring
stupidity of this book. Unfortunately, there is no way to
really shock any of your society any longer.
Unfortunate, indeed! However, perhaps a few of you
will blink a bit and raise up off your comfortable places
of resting and self-indulgence and see a bit farther.
I AM SANANDA
[END OF PART 7]
For Part 1 of this Phoenix Journal #9 (SATAN’S
DRUMMERS) please see the 7/26/00 CONTACT (page 9);
Part 2 (3/14/01, page11); Part 3 (4/4/01, page 7);
Part 4 (4/11/01, page 9); Part 5 (5/9/01, page 8);
Part 6 (5/23/01, page 10)—Call (800) 800-5565 for
ordering information.
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Multiple-Corporation Strategies
For Tax Savings, Asset Protection
By Ron Kirzinger, 6/2/01
SB51 EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 1
For those of you following Senate Bill
51with some interest, it’s final. Having passed
the Senate by a vote of 27-0 and the Assembly
by a vote of 41-0, the provisions of SB51 have
been approved by the Governor and are set to
become law effective October 1, 2001.
Thereafter, C corporations will go into revoked
status after 2 years instead of 9 months and LLCs will
be enabled by special provisions allowing for private
“noneconomic members” and various classes of
members with privately definable responsibilities
and authorities. We will be developing some
strategies to share with you for the use of the “new
look” LLCs in the not-too-distant future.
In addition, beginning October 1, 2001, any
foreign entity may “clone” itself as any type of Nevada
entity. Additional merger provisions will be in place
to enhance this fundamental change. An offshore
corporation formed in 1980 in the Caymans, for
instance, will be able to establish itself here in
Nevada under a name of its choosing—and lawfully
be able to claim that it has been in business since
1980, whether or not it chooses to continue to exist
in the Caymans. Such a business could transfer all of
its assets at any time and then dissolve itself in the
foreign jurisdiction, without running afoul of the
$10,000 limit on money transfers that at present could
cause problems with “money laundering” provisions of
the federal law. As of October 1, such transfers
will be able to be made “intra-company”, literally
from one pocket to another. It seems that there
should be no tax consequences, either, as the
money transferred could be considered initial
capitalization of the Nevada corporation so formed.
But offshore shelters are not the only non-Nevada
entities that should be able to benefit from the new
regulations. Any business anywhere in the world
could take advantage of these new provisions to
establish its “home office” in the haven of Nevada and
immediately begin to enjoy the benefits of Nevada’s
sheltering statutes. Most especially, all of the new
Internet-based businesses, which don’t really need
much in the way of a physical presence but which
might have been formed elsewhere initially—in time,
we believe, will find their home in the Silver State.
Nevada offers unparalleled liability protection to
the officers, directors, agents and employees of its
corporations, something sorely lacking in other
jurisdictions. It bears repeating that there has only
been one case in the last quarter-century here in
Nevada where the courts allowed piercing of the

corporate veil and that was a case of outright and
unabashed fraud. In contrast, right “next door” in
California assessment of liability against a
corporation’s personnel has become very, very
common. So, what’s to prevent a California
corporation from re-establishing its home office in
Nevada? After October 1—nothing. And the
same applies to all other jurisdictions in the world
where liability protection is less than it is here.
Perhaps it is becoming obvious why we perceive a
“corporation rush” coming soon?
VALUE-BASED CURRENCY
A previous article pointed out that Budget
Corporate Renewals has registered to do business as
the LAS VEGAS LIBERTY REDEMPTION
CENTER for the new, silver-backed, American
Liberty Dollar currency. I got my first look at the
new currency just today—and it is beautiful.
The $10, one-ounce silver coin, in particular, has a
very nice look and feel to it. With what appear to be
artificially low prices for the precious metals, these
coins stand to appreciate significantly as the price of
silver rises. The $10 silver certificate—which states
right on it that it is a “warehouse receipt” for one
ounce of silver—is also quite striking and would also
appreciate in value with rising precious-metals prices.
The $1 denominations are also warehouse
receipts, for one-tenth of an ounce of silver.
With the growth that NORFED has experienced
in less than 3 years of operation, don’t be surprised
if you encounter some of this currency in your daily
life sometime soon. When we checked a little more
than a year ago there wasn’t a single redemption
center in Las Vegas but today there are more
than a dozen. And the number of merchants
who will accept the currency continues to grow
exponentially as well. Now you can count
Budget Corporate Renewals among them.
We know that value-based currency is “the
way to go”—and now the American Liberty Dollar
currency is available to everyone. It’s hard to see
how the “powers that be” could move to stop the
use of this currency without exposing their own
impostures further than they already have. And
as use of this currency grows, it won’t get any
easier for them to block it, will it? Why not get
a sample package of $100 worth of this beautiful
currency and put it away for a “rainy day”?
For more information, contact Robert Olson
in Tennessee at 865-980-2841 or Budget
Corporate Renewals at 702-870-5351.
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MULTIPLE-CORPORATION STRATEGIES
It’s a little surprising—perhaps because of my
own personal involvement with Nevada
corporations over many years—but many people
still seem to stop short of understanding how two
or more corporations can work together to
accomplish otherwise “impossible” strategies.
The key to understanding the process rests
in the fact that Nevada corporations are
inherently PRIVATE entities. Even without—but
especially with—the use of nominee service, it is
very difficult for anyone on the outside to
determine who actually owns or controls a
Nevada corporation. Privacy makes possible
the ability to have “another pocket” with which
to work but which is operated independently of
you and any other business involvement.
Accountants don’t generally seem to understand
but in many cases that is because it hasn’t been
explained to them either well or properly. If you tell
your accountant that a private Nevada corporation is
your corporation—as in, you own it outright—then of
course he is going to have some problems with issues
like the key IRS designations of “controlled group”,
“personal service corporation” or “personal holding
company”. On the other hand, if you handle the
corporation’s affairs properly and tell the accountant
truthfully that there are 6 or more stockholders—then
none of the above designations apply and he can
happily do the work for which he has been trained.
Let’s say that you operate a small business in
another state and that business does business with
a private Nevada corporation in such a way that
the home-state business earns no profit and thus
pays no taxes. The accountant for your homestate business might show some concern for the
lack of profitability of the home-state business—but
then, he doesn’t know everything that you know
about the situation. The accountant might advise
you to do business differently, to which you might
respond that you know you could be more
profitable doing things differently but you really like
the people behind that private Nevada corporation
with which you are doing business.
Meanwhile, the accountant for the private Nevada
corporation—who could be but doesn’t necessarily
have to be a different party altogether—would be
entitled to know the truth of the situation: that there are
6 (or more) stockholders of that corporation, of
which you might identify yourself as one.
Handled this way, either accountant (who
may, again, be one and the same) knows what
he needs to know, even if he doesn’t know
everything about everything. He just does his
job as he has been trained to do—and seeing
that there are 6 or more stockholders, he is sure
NOT to apply the penalty rules for IRS
designations that do not apply to the situation.
“Fine,” you say, “But I don’t have 6 stockholders,
there’s just me. Now what do I do?” Perhaps you
just forgot or never got to it—but you probably
meant to and maybe you did issue some stock
shortly after that corporation was formed. Often,
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people will issue 6 sets of 100 shares made
payable to the “bearer”, “for services rendered”.
Look again and you might find a notation to this
effect in your corporate records. If it’s not
there, what happened? Did you lose it? Ta da—
you have the answer to your own question.
Keep in mind that ownership of a Nevada
corporation is PRIVATE. All the accountant needs
to know is that there are 6 or more stockholders
and you should never again hear any objections
relating to “controlled group”, or “personal service
corporation” or “personal holding company”
designations. They simply don’t apply.
Because those designations don’t apply, there’s
really no reason to ever pay more than 15% in taxes
(the basic federal rate on the first $50,000 of net
income, after expenses). So, while others promote
the idea of a 15% “flat tax”—you could have been
experiencing it, along with significant other tax
breaks, for a long time. Any time one “pocket”
starts to bulge a little, take something out of it and
put it in another “pocket”. And if you don’t have
another “pocket”, get one. Stay small and keep a
low profile in this way and you might actually be
able to enjoy some of your hard-earned money
instead of willingly feeding it to the vampires.
There are other situations where it can be helpful
to use more than one corporation. Sometimes, for
instance, it can be quite helpful to “layer” your
protection. Let’s say that you transferred some
money or other assets into a “private” Nevada
corporation but are concerned that someone could
too easily connect you to the corporation through
or even because of the flow of money. Is there
anything to say that the private Nevada
corporation cannot invest that money with or in
another private Nevada corporation? Of course not.
Following this strategy, when someone gets
around to searching the corporation where they
“know” you stashed your money, what do they
find? Perhaps very little, perhaps only an empty
shell. Of course they could extend their search to
the second entity—but by the time they did, who is
to say how it might have fared with its own
investments, or where they might be? And who
knows who actually owns or controls that entity
anyway? You get the idea. This strategy of
“layering” protection can make it exceedingly
difficult for anyone to get at your nest egg.
There are many other multiple-corporation
strategies that could be discussed and perhaps we will
look at some more in the future. Meanwhile, we
encourage you to contact us to discuss your personal
situation—at no charge—to see if you are doing
all you can to take advantage of the marvelous
financial tool that is a Nevada corporation.
As a final note for anyone reading this article
who did not make the deadline for the special
introductory pricing on The Nevada Corporation
Manual—we will extend that pricing if you mention
the special offer presented here. We really do
want you all to have the manual as a reference for
the times of abundance that are surely coming (if
somewhat too slowly for our own liking at times).
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